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Abstract
This dissertation explores the contemporary archaeological record of Retiro, a derelict 19th century
landscape garden and summer estate located in the town of Molde on the north-western coast of
Norway. The main topic that this thesis investigates is the consequences of acknowledging Retiro with
its excess of unruly and apparently ruinous characteristics, as heritage. This involves focusing on the
concrete characteristics of Retiro’s contemporary environment, from the garbage littering the forest
floor to the plants that cover its undulating topography. An underlying motivation for this inquiry is to
investigate an alternative, or more precisely, oblique way to approach and describe Retiro. This
investigation is not founded on the ambition of improving conventional historical research or cultural
heritage management, but instead explore a way of observing and including things that are usually
overlooked in these ways of representing and handling the material past in the present. Thus, the goal
is not to be reductive and instead focusing on expanding horizons based on on-site surveys. To do this
the research relies on empirical observation and experience derived from repeated on-site surveys of
Retiro.
One of the central conclusions of the research is that concern for material heritage sites like
Retiro, through oblique and inclusive approaches, can be a foundation for an environmentally oriented
archaeology of the contemporary world. This is by no means a revolutionary or radically new
assertion, as archaeology has always in some form dealt with the environment; i.e. things that are not
human or outside our control. Nevertheless, my hope is to demonstrate how archaeology can
contribute to unique ways of describing a contemporary environment, on track with how other
academic disciplines have contributed to the development of ecological and environmental studies in
the humanities and social sciences. To achieve this, it is necessary to include the apparently natural
and non-human aspects of heritage sites, and acknowledge that anthropogenic heritage is also partly
constituted by – and exists in constant dialogue with – non-humans, like plants, fungi, and
polypropylene. Our material legacies are not only inherited by humans, but also by non-humans.
Importantly, a focus on these non-human aspects does not necessarily side-line human concerns.
Rather, I argue, such focus serves to inform our understanding of how our heritage experience is
formed and inform through the vibrant afterlife of the past.
The thesis does not have a clear linear disposition, but is instead a thematical gathering of
discussions, descriptions, topics, and speculations. While some linearity is unavoidable in a textual
medium, many of the chapters and subchapters can be read independently and randomly. The chapters
begin with a contemplating vignette that alludes to the overall theme for that part of the thesis. Such an
arrangement can put a strain on the reader; however, I hope that the thematic coherence will help to
make sense of the research. In the end, I wish it will open doors instead of closing off and locking
things away. Some parts are admittedly indulgent, but nevertheless, I hope people can trace
overlooked and unforeseen threads of relevance. The work represents an unprecedented privilege of
being allowed to immerse myself in a case study like Retiro over four years – such opportunities are
something that ought to be available to all researchers.
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1 Introduction

Figure 1 The gate: first picture from my first visit to Retiro in 2011. 24.09.2011, 13:49.
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Most of my observations of and experiences with Retiro – the abandoned 19th century summer estate
and landscape garden – have been done on foot. Throughout the project, I visited Retiro eight times;
that is, two times each year I worked on my PhD. The surveys were conducted in all kinds of weather.
Preparing for this material immersion involved putting on clothing that fit the weather and season;
rubber boots, waterproof jacket, woollen shirt and socks in the autumn, and a brimmed hat, hiking
boots and an expedition shirt during warm midsummer days. Since I had from the very beginning
chosen not to employ any intrusive methods in my research, in other words no excavations or
collecting things, I could travel light. There was no need for trowels, spades, sieves, or any other
heavy equipment. The toolkit fit into a small backpack: a camera with the appropriate lenses, a
notebook, audio recorder, and a lunch pack. Accordingly, the research and descriptive work were
focussed on recording surface presences and the character of things that made themselves apparent.
My first encounters with Retiro happened during childhood. I did not grow up close to it,
nevertheless being situated next to the main road leading into the neighbouring town of Molde from
the east, made a visual encounter almost inevitable. At first glance, it might not be regarded as an eyecatching site; the bourgeoning and overgrown terrain look mostly like a common copse, but keener
eyes would pick out more peculiar details, such as the high amount of non-native plants among the
greenery. One structure that sometimes caught my eye was the ruin of a greenhouse sitting on one of
the artificial terraces facing the road. The hard vertical and horizontal contours broke away from the
cacophony of organic shapes, creating an alluring contrast to the otherwise vegetative landscape.
This ruin, with glassless window sash and crumbling plasterwork, alluded to something more,
something untold; a wordless gravitational pull. Each time I drove past Retiro, my gaze was
irresistibly drawn towards the structure hiding in the foliage. As such, it was never the history that
drew me towards Retiro, rather it was its sheer physicality and immediate presence. This is the origin
of my interest and orientation towards Retiro.
It was only many years after these silent encounters that I stepped into its lush embrace for the
first time – lured in by lingering memories of ruinous contours. By chance, taking part in an
excavation on the other side of town, I was lodged in a cabin not far from Retiro. My first visit was not
through the main entrance, the carriageway, but through the old western entrance. The entrance was,
and still is, guarded by an iron gate – locked tight by chain and padlock worn smooth by rain and
wind. Today, the chain-link fence providing the rationale for the gate is broken by several wide-open
holes, effectively making it useless apart from the memory it holds of a previous order. The gate itself,
thus, has become redundant, turned into an example of “hyperart”, a vestige from a time when the
garden was closed off to the public.
One of the first features encountered during my first trek into the garden, was parallel dug
trenches, about two and a half meters wide, evenly spread out over a small field by the northwestern
edge of the property. Traces of an archaeological survey may seem beneficial and reassuring for most
archaeologist, but it can also herald change and erasure. The trenches were dug to detect possible
legally protected archaeological vestiges that may be affected by development in the park. Vestiges
dating earlier than the year 1537 are assigned automatic protection according to the Norwegian
Cultural Heritage Act. Finds younger than this date would normally fall outside this category of
valued heritage, such as the glass shard discarded on top of a pile of soil next to one of the trenches.
In this piece of apparently valueless glass, I first experienced the beginning of my scholarly interest in
Retiro and doing research on the place. Its significant banality drew me in and begged for attention.
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Figure 2 Archaeological survey trenches. 24.09.2011, 15:07.

Despite being set in an urban landscape, Retiro was not teeming with visitors during my semiannual surveys. When I encountered people, it was on the well-travelled paths cutting through the
property; usually people exercising or walking their dogs. Outside the paths, I never really
encountered people, but frequently I saw traces of their presence also in these less travelled sections
of the garden. These were traces of persons who had camped and lived for some time in the garden,
hidden behind the dense and overgrown foliage. These scattered material remains are also part of the
present Retiro. Together with the ruining vestiges of its former glory, including its lush and wild postgarden vegetation of non-native sycamores (Acer pseudoplatanus) and periwinkles (Vinca minor),
they form its present landscape. A landscape that had become so othered and unruly that it seemed
difficult or impossible to properly grasp and understand without restoring it to its original order; a
task which would require reliance on trusted historical sources and biographies of the people that that
once created and helped maintain the place. However, what would happen if one avoided the natural
urge to warp the place in historical narratives of what it once was and ought to be, and instead
focused wholeheartedly on its contemporaneity – on what Retiro had become?

3

1.1 Project background and objectives
To understand the project’s development, it is helpful to return to its point of departure. The research
started out with an aim to investigate things that can be described as “abjected”, that is things that are
rejected from the everyday; in short, material “out-casts”. This idea was formed by my first visit to
Retiro in the autumn of 2011, and the material jettison I saw in the survey trenches and under Retiro’s
overgrown canopy. Here is the summary from the initial project outline:
“The goal of this project is to investigate the aesthetics and materiality of abject things in
the contemporary world. … The cases and things that will be examined normally lie
outside the care and categories of modern heritage management, such as artifacts,
assemblages and structures that don’t fit the contemporary heritage values and the
perception of legacy, authenticity and materiality. This might include things deemed nonconsumable, profitless, unseemly, disorderly, childish, embarrassing, uninteresting, ugly,
trite, fragmented, chaotic, impure etc. The aim is not to categorize anti-heritage, it is
instead an effort to breach the usual border separating the desirable from the unwanted
and neglected. By using heritage management as contrast, the intention is to link familiar
practices to the topic of abjection. One important ambition is to explore the idea of abject
things that intersect and transgress the familiar categories of consumption, garbage and
waste. In summary: the project aspires to illuminate the materiality and memories that
inhabit abandoned, unwanted, ruinous and rejected things, and is grounded in the
conviction that archaeology is uniquely equipped with the tools, methods and theory to
approach this goal.”
Accordingly, the project wanted to scrutinize the matter of abjection concerning things described as
“unwanted” (Olsen 2010:167), “stigmatized” (Lucas 2012:33-35), “bad matter” (Olsen et al.
2012:206), “excremental culture” (Shanks 1992:55-59), “impure” or “matter out of place” (Douglas
1966; Olsen et al. 2012:206). Thus, the object of this research is things that have an unforeseen and
contingent material legacy. This also rests on a definition of material heritage as something that can
operate beyond our intentions and control (Olsen and Pétursdóttir 2016), which is emphasized in
article D that explores the ecological aspects of Retiro. Christina Fredengren (2015:120) argues that
seeing heritage as phenomena instead of as a social construct, makes it possible to acknowledge
“…how a variety of actors, actions and apparatuses contribute to the rise of heritage.” This definition
recognizes material heritage as a phenomenon that can be empirically studied, because it also exists
and operates outside our minds and conceptual frames. Thus, it is something that can be discovered
and revealed through observations, experience, and material engagement. A further implication of
categorizing material heritage as something that has an autonomous existence is that it also intersects
with the world we share with non-humans. This radical, and not least controversial definition of
heritage, requires nuanced and perhaps experimental approaches.
What does such an approach actually involve? This is a pertinent question, which this thesis in
many ways investigates. It involves shifting attention to things that are usually not regarded as
heritage, but also employing what I characterized as an “oblique” way of looking at these things. This
approach to the “unusual” can be seen in article D, which deals with the anthropogenic litter and fungi
that make up the contemporary environment and novel ecology of Retiro. Moreover, as discussed in
article C, one can employ a counterintuitive approach to things: Rather than looking for their historical
and intentional significance, or the intentions of its founder, one may instead explore the material
4

excess that emerges when things are left to their own devices. This involves a comparison between
what was currently observed in Retiro through on-site surveys and what have been emphasized in
other investigations (see article A), such as biological surveys (Jordal and Gaarder 1995; Gaarder and
Vatne 2013), archaeological surveys (Johnston and Johnston 2012; Sanden 2016), architectural reimaginations (Kjørsvik 2012), municipal plans (Molde kommune 2014), local and national news
articles (Grüner 2011; Reite and Sandvik 2014), and historical accounts (Rønsen 2007; Eikrem 2015;
Bonne 2018). The comparisons were not driven by any ambition to prove that these perspectives on
Retiro’s past misrepresent the site, but rather to suggest a more materially and temporally diverse
understanding of Retiro as a concrete place in the present.

Figure 3 A defaced mailbox found by the driveway leading to the Retiro villa. 24.09.2011, 14:52.
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1.2 Research results
The exploration of Retiro resulted in five different texts, which consist of three peer-reviewed articles
(A, B, and C) and two book chapters (D and C). While the articles are chronologically arranged, they
can be read in any order. Each with a different topic that explores complementary parts of the overall
topic. The first article, article A, focuses on the ruining and derelict character of Retiro. It initiated a
trajectory in my research, which aimed it towards exploring the current situation of Retiro. It argues
that Retiro as a contemporary site falls between two idiomatic stools when processed through
established approaches to heritage; one that orients the understanding of Retiro retroactively, and
another that focus on planned or imagined futures. What was left out of these concerns, representing
official heritage management, business interests, and local public engagement with Retiro, was a
serious attention towards its present dilapidated situation that goes beyond the tropes of loss,
reconstruction, or repurposing. Dilapidation is not necessarily neither positive nor negative, but rather
a fundamental fact of the material world that we inevitably live with and think about and should
consequently not be overlooked when investigating how the past manifests itself as part of the present.
The second paper, article B, is a consideration of the place of plants, especially living plants,
within an archaeology of the contemporary world. It argues that plants can be far more than just a
veneer on more important vestiges. They can be a fertile ground for developing novel insights that
acknowledge both their past and living present of great relevance for current debates. The
anthropogenic but uncontrolled garden plants muddle the dichotomic gap between nature and culture.
One of the central points in this article is that by avoiding reducing plants to colonizers,
representatives of universal botanical taxonomies, or proxies for a human past, they can be included as
a constituent of the contemporary archaeological record. While plants are not ignored in discussions of
cultural heritage (e.g. Lowenthal 2005; Lien and Davison 2010; Abendroth et al. 2012; Solberg et al.
2013; Harrison 2015), they pose an interesting challenge when they are intertwined with
anthropogenic legacies, like for example non-native and invasive ornamental plants that pose a risk to
the local ecology and endemic species.
The third article, C, partly continuing the theme of fragmentation discussed in article A, take a
closer look at the character of vestigial things, i.e. things that in some sense are decontextualised or
disintegrated. One of the main conclusions is that apparently meaningless and vestigial things can be a
topic in and of itself, which can lead to alternative ways to conceptualize the non-utilitarian in our
everyday environment and heritage. One way to notice the vestigial and ineffable parts of the
contemporary environment, I argue, is to approach it with the gaze of an archaeologist. This means to
delve on the apparently impartial and doing it in such a way that it does not erase the vestigial
character of the thing. In the case of Retiro, an approach that exclusively looked for the apparently
meaningful and complete would inevitably overlook the presences of vestigial and disorganized
things. Thus, to get the grip of the contemporary character of a site like Retiro, it is necessary to
acknowledge the presence of perturbing or innocuous vestigial things, from neon coloured snow
stakes to moss covered football boots and wild tulips.
The fourth texts (D) explores how a site like Retiro is partly constituted by things that are
usually left unmentioned when material heritage is described. By closely examining the contemporary,
it becomes possible to describe an ecology of things that demonstrate an expanded view of heritage
that include a more diverse environment and thus ecology of non-humans. Retiro, even as a cultural
heritage site, cannot be separated from its ecological context. Consequently, to grasp the full extent of
heritage it is necessary to establish connections to things that might usually be seen as inconsequential
or even irrelevant. For heritage to be a real phenomenon, it must be tied together with its implicit
6

counterpart, namely the “inheritors”. Acknowledging that material heritage inevitably has an
ecological legacy, will lead to the conclusion that heritage is also inherited by non-humans.
The last text, E, discusses Retiro’s ambiguous character as a site that was originally located in
a rural landscape that today has become enclosed by an urban environment. Amongst other things, the
text discusses the idea that Retiro has a “feral” side because of how it contains both the remnants of a
cultured past while also exhibiting an unpredictable and “wild” side, as exemplified by how the nonnative ornamental plants have literally run out of control. The article concludes that archaeology is
especially suited to explore the feral character of things left to their own devices. Hence, in a period of
accelerated urbanization and centralization, there is a need for archaeologist to turn their attention
towards the things and places that are left “behind”.
As these five texts demonstrate, the idea of “abject heritage” was, eventually, after the
observations and experiences gained from surveying Retiro, revealed to be an inadequate analytical
category. It projected too much normative bias on Retiro, and would have locked away the presence of
redundant things beyond their symbolic or negative effects. This was the entrance point to another
perspective that gradually became the focus of this thesis, the aforementioned “oblique” approach.
This is an approach that goes beyond the dichotomies of good/bad, attractive/repulsive, etc., which can
easily emanate from normative prefixes such as “abject”, or even “dark”, that has been used to label
heritage in similar cases (cf. Samuels 2015; Thomas, Seitsonen and Herva 2016). The main objective,
accordingly, changed to investigate the types of impressions and questions that emerged from
engaging with Retiro. Through literature but also, most importantly, through the experiences and
observations done through field-walks and photography. The categorisation of the things I
encountered as abjected, I discovered, became a straitjacket. Even if it was depicted as such through in
plans and comments in the local newspaper (see article A), Retiro revealed itself as a heterogeneous,
thriving, and lingering site on the brink of unexpected futures and pasts; that is, as too diverse for a
single reductive key-word. This became obvious when working with article B, which dealt with the
living plants in Retiro. Despite that some plants, such as the invasive Japanese knotweed (Fallopia
japonica), in some sense could be described as an abject, out-of-place weed (cf. Cresswell 1997), it
also showed something more than human likes and dislikes, as touched upon in article A and D.
Nevertheless, despite its shortcomings, the concept of abjection has been an inspiration, and
necessitates some further exploration.

Figure 4 A non-native wild tulip (Tulipa sylvestris) in the derelict flower garden just south of the villa. 30.05.2018,
18:17.
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Figure 5 Football boot and bryophyte substrate. 18.10.2015, 11:40.
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1.3 Abjection and afterlives
The word “abject” have many uses in the contemporary English language. It can be used to invoke or
describe feelings of contempt, debasement, misfortune, baseness, submissiveness, obsolescence,
hopelessness, desertion, rejection, disgust, or nausea, but it might also signify something outcast,
thrown away, rejected, and excluded (OED 2018). The etymological root for the word “abject” comes
from the Latin word “abjectionem”, “abjectio” or “abicere”, literally translated as ab- “away, off” and
iacere “to throw” (Barnhart and Steinmetz 1988:3). As a theoretical concept, the abject and abjection
originates in psychoanalytic thought, and has been further developed in post-structuralist critical
theory. The central figure in this development was Julia Kristeva with her book Powers of Horror: An
Essay on Abjection (1982). Mary Douglas’s book Purity and Danger (1966) is also important to
mention in relation to abjection; her work explored the meaning of dirt and uncleanness in different
cultural and religious circumstances. Abjection is sometimes a topic in the critique of art and society,
and is associated with subjects such as gender, queerness, marginality, taboos, otherness, transgression
of borders and the human body (Kutzbach and Mueller 2007). The focus of these critiques is on the
human subject and body, and is thus anthropocentric, but certainly not immaterial (Berressem 2007).
The interest in the marginalized and ignored might be said to be one of the hallmarks of the
archaeology of the contemporary past (Graves-Brown 2011; Kiddey 2017). Victor Buchli and Gavin
Lucas (2001:11-12) brought attention to abjection in their seminal book and connected concrete
contemporary things, such as garbage and fresh decay, with the abject motifs of nausea and the
uncanny. Spanish archaeologist Alfredo González-Ruibal, known for his research on supermodernity
(e.g. 2008), works with a theory on abject things. He notes that archaeology is especially well suited to
deal with the fragmented and destroyed, or put differently, “the realm of abjection” (2008:248). It is in
this realm of fragments and ruins archaeologists feel at home. Since the abject is rarely memorialized
and sometimes suppressed, archaeology with its focus on things is well positioned to study sites that
have been omitted from history (ibid.248, 271). Thus, González-Ruibal argues that one of the
objectives of an archaeology of the contemporary is to uncover the abject and “monstrous” materiality
found in the strategies and ideologies of supermodern societies (2013b:310, 317, 2019:12-14).
Examples of abject realms that have been studied by archaeologists include traumatic sites of mass
murder like the Zeret cave in Ethiopia (González-Ruibal, Sahle and Vila 2011); campsites of homeless
people in USA and Britain (Zimmerman, Singelton and Welch 2010; Zimmerman 2013; Kiddey
2017); World War II heritage in Northern Finland (Thomas, Seitsonen, and Herva 2016; Seitsonen
2018); and the ruins and destruction after natural disasters like Hurricane Katrina (Bagwell 2009).
The emphasis on alienation, distance, and otherness, often linked to the topic of abjection, has
been scrutinized by Paul Graves-Brown (2011) and Rodney Harrison (2013a). Graves-Brown argues
that the objective of alienation and making familiar things unfamiliar, as proposed by Buchli and
Lucas (2001:9-10), is problematic (Graves-Brown 2011:132). What archaeologists categorize as
abject, uncanny or disgusting might be a product of bourgeois and middle-class values (ibid.132).
Something that seems alien to one level of the social strata might be familiar to people that have to
endure and live with it in their everyday world. Graves-Brown argues that one should strip down the
self-evident and obvious and create a new “whole” from the fragments to offer new perspectives on
the familiar (ibid.135). He suggests this is just what archaeologists do: they break and transgress
boundaries, especially when investigating contemporary material culture where archaeologists directly
engage with the dirt and refuse of modern societies (ibid.136). Harrison follows his sentiment and
argues that archaeology of the contemporary should aim to make the past accessible and knowable, by
focusing on modernity as an active and unfinished project (2013a:44-46). The core of this critique is
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that this subdiscipline should not exclusively focus on the abandoned and ruinous. It is an effort to
expand the scope and engage with both the past and the future. However, can there be more to
contemporary archaeology than making things accessible and knowable? In contrast to this, Þóra
Pétursdóttir (2014:340) has argued strangeness and estrangement might be something things offer us
in our experience of them, rather than it being a difference or alterity added to them by the
archaeologist.
According to Gavin Lucas (2002:16-17) rubbish is situated in the intersection between
appropriation, alienation, re-appropriation, and re-alienation. Lucas further asserts that the issue of
throwing away and dispersing things needs to be related to theories of consumption. A danger in this
line of reasoning is to frame every discussion of things with consumption – as Bjørnar Olsen
(2003:93) said it: “How do we consume a highway or a subway system? How do we ‘sublate’ the
sewer pipes or a rusty harbour terminal in a northern Russian port?” Alternatively, one could thus
say that one of the reasons for Retiro’s negative perceptions among some people today is that it is
presently “inconsumable” (see article A). Another pitfall is to think that there is nothing substantial in
how things come to be regarded as abject, and thus conclude that the otherness of things is in every
instance a conceptual construction with no root in a material reality. Allegedly abject characteristics
can be part of the biography of a thing, manifesting itself through material possibilities just as much as
it might be overlooked by other qualities it affords. It is possible to speculate whether a form of
abjection also may apply to relationships between plants in Retiro; such as the adversarial between
birches (Betula pubescens) and silver firs (Abies alba) in the competition for sunlight, or between the
Japanese Knotweed and the herbicide it was doused with. Plants even participate in interspecies
communication, and actively employ chemicals to create responses of revulsion and aversion in
herbivores and other organisms that threaten them (Karban 2015).

Figure 6 Far from being abandoned, the greenhouse ruin shows traces of frequent interactions with humans and
non-humans. Today it is a “terrarium” offering shelter and substrates to green algae on its walls and silver fir
saplings in its interior, while also serving as a canvas for graffiti. 16.10.2018, 14:26.
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González-Ruibal argues that an archaeology looking at the current era should uncover the abject
and sublime materialities of modern material culture (2013b:310, 317). The vast consumer societies of
our world shed more things than what is recycled, obliterated, or reconstructed. Some of the things we
leave behind endure and haunt humans as well as the rest of the environment with their durable
materiality (Olsen 2010:166-167, 2012d:77). When they lose their apparent usefulness and
instrumentality as things-for-us – one might say both for academic and practical/everyday purposes –
they begin to protrude into our presumed orderly society and cause different kinds of disturbances
(Olsen 2012d:83). Concerning the afterlife of things, which also include plants and other organisms,
one should be aware how they demonstrate an unexpected and often unforeseen excess of capacities
when released from circumstances carefully managed and supervised by humans. Thus, the afterlife of
things does not designate a phase where they simply drop “out of use” (cf. González-Ruibal 2019:1819), but rather a prolongation from one state of persistence to another. Retiro may be an example and
outcome of such afterlife, where organic and non-organic things are more or less left to themselves to
act-out, create, destroy, and transform. This does not in any way exclude human influence, affect, or
agency, which very much is a part of Retiro’s afterlife, but instead consider things when they are
released from the toil of only being things-for-us (Pétursdóttir 2014:339). Things can have many
“befores” and “afters” and can therefore be composed of a biographical palimpsest of multiple
afterlives. Accordingly, the prefix “after” alludes to a continuity and connection as much as a
discontinuity and decoupling. As a term, afterlife also alludes that things can be more than they first
seem, that they possess the capability of something more, an excess of something not yet realized.
Retiro demonstrates that things have characteristics that can appear as abject for some
stakeholders. One example is how its unruly character is regarded as unattractive by municipal
planners (i.e. Molde kommune 2014), or a waste of opportunity for profit by the real estate
development company that owns the southern half of the property. While these observations are
interesting, what is more interesting is how Retiro exceed these normative outlooks. Accordingly, my
focus have been on including and exploring things that can be regarded as abject, such as for example
the flaking paint on the villa Retiro in article A; the invasive and non-native red elderberry (Sambucus
racemosa) in article B; the displaced snow stake in article C; the toxic black mould (Stachybotrys) in
article D; and the littering LCD-monitors and rotting snags in article E. One of the main arguments for
taking such an approach is to illustrate their intricate afterlives by not reducing them to just the abject
impressions they have on people. This is not in any way meant to gloss over negative consequences,
like plastic pollution or how invasive species can harm the local biodiversity. Instead, it can act as an
additional acknowledgement of how these things exist in the contemporary landscape, and not least,
how they are a part of a persistent and evolving past that shapes the landscape we experience today.

Figure 7 Utilitarian afterlife: a bench carved out of a tree from Retiro by the French artists Olivier Ledoux. The
bench will soon be removed because of fungal wood-decay. 26.02.2017, 10:09.
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Figure 8 Even graffiti has an afterlife. In this instance, a piece of red graffiti is slowly getting rearranged by the
gnarly and expanding bark of a birch tree. 14.02.2016, 11:28.
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1.4 Pre-historic resilience
In which field of archaeological research is my thesis situated, and how is it positioned within it? First
and foremost, it is necessary to elaborate on why this project is not just another case study in the
interesting field of garden archaeology. This field was established to recover and reconstruct the
former glory of gardens, whether it is an English landscape garden from the 18th century or a Roman
garden in Pompeii (Currie 2006). To my knowledge, no garden archaeological investigations have put
most of its emphasis on the afterlife of a garden like in my research. Accordingly, I have not focused
on reconstructing what has happened in the past, but instead on how things have persisted and
changed; in short, what they have become and are becoming. Despite the absence of goals to
reconstruct, preserve, or “save” Retiro from its current situation, the past is an important ingredient in
the research. The fact that many past things persistently continue their existence, and often released
from the programs or initiatives set up for them, is the very cornerstone that makes the focus on the
contemporary possible. Contrary to Svetlana Boym’s (2010:58) assertion that our intellectual
fascination of ruins is because they “… give us a shock of vanishing materiality”, the biggest (after)shock might instead lie in how things continue to persist, mutate, and endure, and, thus, affect the
present day (see article A and B). It must be noted that some things persist in their originally
operational parameters like the ancient Roman roads and bridges that are still in use today. Likewise,
Retiro still partly operates as a landscape garden long after the upkeep was halted.
Despite not conforming to what normally is thought of as garden archaeology, it is still
significant that the research is done in and on a post-horticultural landscape; it is this fact that made
plants and other organisms an essential part of the research. Having said that, it is also important to
mention how this focus was shaped by other and perhaps less scholarly circumstances. Early on, I
realised that access to the buildings remaining on the property was blocked off. Despite phones and
emails to the company owning the southern half of Retiro, where the old villa and the gardener’s
residence sit, I never got permission to enter them. This contributed to shifting the attention elsewhere,
plants and things other than buildings. Ruins of factories, institutions, houses, bunkers, trenches, and
other enclosed architectural structures have certainly achieved a lot of attention in contemporary
archaeology; as touched upon in article A, buildings have a special allure that captures the attention of
people. In this respect, it is interesting to note that Retiro’s fate got the most attention when people
noticed that the villa had started to dilapidate. This observation, or realisation, helped turn my
attention towards the garden as a whole, including its plants, fungi, yesterday’s litter and the original
landscape garden architecture. At first, my lack in botanical training was an off-putting factor, but
later, as discussed in article B, an archaeological approach to the living environment can be rewarding
and provide insights on the place beyond botanical taxonomy and linear historiography.
Would Retiro be an interesting case study without its history? As mentioned in the introduction
to this chapter, my first fascination with the place happened without any prior knowledge of its
history. I did not know its origin, who built and owned it, the names of the people that lived there, etc.
It was Retiro’s sheer presence that drew me into it. Of course, its present state of appearance also
begged questions about its history, alluding to mysteries to be solved and hidden things to be unveiled.
However, despite my shallow forays into the history of the place, it is the “prehistoric” presence that
this project focus on – prehistoric in the sense of being untold and thus released from the
chronological connotation otherwise implied by this concept (cf. Lucas 2004). It is this tacit
prehistoric dimension that leads to the object of research, namely Retiro’s contemporary landscape.
So, the focus is removed from its distributed historical representation in textual sources, photos, and
archives. The intention, however, is neither in any sense to undermine or belittle the history of the
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place nor the people who lived, worked, and visited here. Rather, it is about looking at Retiro as
heritage from a perspective that highlights or accentuate its contemporary presence. By focusing on
the elements that mostly excluded from heritage as a category, such as litter and wild invasive plants,
the project explores how such a place endures beyond classifications and historical narratives. In an
anthropological investigation, for example, people's opinions on the site would probably have been the
focus, while the fungi and lichen growing on the walls of the privy most likely would have been left
out because of their obscurity to the local people (see article D). By emphasizing the archaeological,
my goal is not to form “superior” descriptions, but instead contribute perspectives that underscore the
excess and intricacy of things in their afterlife as unruly heritage.
An archaeology of the present offers a different take on things compared to more conventional
historical approaches that seek to reconstruct and find meaning in a lost or obscured past. Over the last
two decades, it has become a distinct subdiscipline within archaeology, and seems to grow with new
perspectives and takes on things each year (see Harrison and Breithoff 2017). A central aspect of how
I situate my research within this field lays precisely in the concept “contemporary”. This might seem
self-evident but has important theoretical implications. For one thing, it must be emphasized that I do
not employ the “contemporary” as a historiographical defined period, such as for example GonzálezRuibal’s (2019) demarcation of a distinct contemporary era. The reason for this is an understanding of
things not as something in the past, or of any particular age, but rather as something that is present and
continues to persist into the future – the contemporary. The concept of contemporaneity, thus, always
involves mixing of times and incongruent temporalities, not the least because different things have
unique temporalities (Lucas 2015c). The aim is certainly not to disregard the past of things; instead, it
is an effort to emphasize the multi-temporality, accumulation, and actualization of extant things. This
approach is partly inspired by the archaeologist Laurent Olivier’s (2001, 2011 and 2013) writing on
the relationship between time, memory, and material endurance. Because things continue to exist long
after they were created and used by humans, the archaeological record is far from an inert and passive
assemblage (Olivier 2013:124). Thus, every period, however distinct, is partly constituted by things
that endure from previous periods. Consequently, contemporaneity is not synonymous with innovation
and newness. This definition makes it possible to approach things of the past as present, which
acknowledges that they have concrete and real actuality and relevance in the current world. The core
idea is to step away from the conventional focus on the past as the “authentic” being of things, to
which we must return for confirmation (Thomas 1996:62; Farstadvoll 2010:15-16; Olivier 2013:117),
and instead explore how things disclose themselves in the contemporary landscape. This does not
mean that the origins of things are uninteresting or irrelevant, nor that the contemporary is a distinct
and innovative era, but rather the focus is more on what becomes of things instead of witnessing
origins.
An archaeological approach to the contemporary does not just represent an alternative path to
reach the answers found in social anthropology, ethnography, or contemporary history. Through a
concrete engagement with what is left, with what may be described as an environment of apparent
material redundancy, it will necessarily lead to different answers and discoveries that pertain to what
things have become. The question that very well may be asked, of course, is whether we really need
this “contemporary” perspective that such an archaeology can offer? Article A discusses how
historical expectations and representations of Retiro deviate from and thus collide with the current
landscape. The rift between expectations formed by oral stories, personal memories, textual
descriptions, and old photographs, and the present day Retiro in its dilapidated and “wild” state of
being, creates ruptures that highlight the material excess within the contemporary environment (cf.
Head and Muir 2006). For example, it can be a way to describe how anthropogenic and “feral”
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environments (see article E) persist, change, disappear, or even reappear, without recourse to linear
and successive historicism (see Olsen 2010:126-128; Olsen et al. 2012:138, 145; Witmore 2014:212).
The temporal asynchronicity between representations and the represented demonstrates,
perhaps, a paradox within any endeavour that attempts to describe something contemporary. In an
understanding of the world as something that is in constant flux and transience, shifting character from
one moment to another (cf. Ingold 2007b, 2012:433, 2017:124, 2018:224; Simonetti and Ingold 2018),
any attempt to fix the contemporary would be a conceptual contradiction. However, when working
with things like archaeologists do, we also work with artefacts and landscapes that have persisted long
enough to offer us an insight into the past; i.e. “sticky” things that bring together the past and the
present (Olsen 2010:161-162). For example, complex things such as ecosystems rely on the ability to
combine persistence with fluctuations and temporal variation (Holling 1973; Kovel 2007:104-105;
Oliver et al. 2015), i.e. “resilience”. Resilience is a contested and debated term in both the natural and
social sciences (Hornborg 2009; Alexander 2013). It is a multifaceted concept that illustrates the
ambiguous interplay between transformation and persistence where things can change while at the
same time maintaining some defining characteristics (Carpenter and Brock 2008; Bunnell 2018). In
some instances, stability is a prerequisite for biological diversity (e.g. Tilman, Reich, and Knops
2006). This principle is also transferable to the diversity of archaeological deposits and situations.
The concept of a temporal continuity that integrates change, with plants as an example, is
demonstrated in article B. Ecological processes do not always operate as a smooth and continuous
flow, but also involve stepwise changes and sharp shifts (Holling 1986; Alberti 2008:627-628). Thus,
it is possible to postulate like Graham Harman has, that “change is intermittent while stability is the
norm” (Harman 2016b:15). To avoid a spatio-temporal polarization, it is important to prevent a
dichotomy between stability and change (Olsen 2010:162). In my repeated returns to Retiro,
continuity was as much observed as change; some plants spread and grew, while others were killed off
by herbicide and extreme weather. The gravel tracks were slowly dispersed by foot traffic, but
encroaching grass and particleboards has helped them to maintain their integrity. Thus, studying the
contemporary is not necessarily about observing ephemeral phenomena, but also very much about
how things hold on and persist even with physical fragmentation and entropy. Things can have vast
temporal depth, as demonstrated by the disciplines of geology, cosmology, palaeontology, and
archaeology. This, however, does not mean that they are static and impervious to change, as
taphonomy demonstrates. To know with certainty when a thing has changed enough to become
another thing is not always as straightforward as one might think (cf. Harman 2012b). In a world
continually upset by the lasting, not transient, effects of anthropogenic technology and interventions
on the biosphere and climate, it is reasonable to investigate how things endure and metamorphose
when they slip both our initial mental and physical grasp. As such, to approach the contemporary
properly, it is necessary to acknowledge the longevity of things and the depth of time inherent in the
present environment.
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Figure 9 One of the original paths that cut through the middle of Retiro from east to west. People have
haphazardly placed particle boards on some of the muddier sections of the path. 21.05.2015, 09:40.
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Figure 10 Another of the original paths that follow the northern edge of the property. This is a much less travelled
path and is mostly used by non-humans, such as deer and badgers. 28.06.2016, 12:51.
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1.5 Object-ion and resistance
My PhD is a part of the larger research project Object Matters: Archaeology and Heritage in the 21st
Century. As signalled by its very title, a key feature of the general orientation of the project is the role
and matter of objects:
“It is the project’s grounding assertion that a successful turn to things cannot be
accomplished through theoretical and discursive reconfigurations alone but must also be
grounded in the tactile experiences that emerge from direct engagements with things –
including broken and stranded things.” (Object Matters n.d.)
In many ways, the research on Retiro could not have been executed without direct engagement and
attention to the things that constitute the place today. Through working directly and intimately with
Retiro, I also came to muddle the distinction between anthropogenic and non-anthropogenic things.
For one thing, it became evident that the presence of plants in Retiro was more than just a veneer on
the architecture; it was rather an inherent component of the landscape as a cohesive archaeological
record. Especially the surviving ornamental plants made it explicit that their presence could not
adequately be understood from tracing their origin and the human intentions that brought them there –
they are things that blurred the opposition between the wished-for and the undesirable; i.e. between
heritage and invasive organisms.
This also relates to non-human agency; the capacity of things to articulate themselves
autonomously and exert influence on human agendas, whether theoretical or political. Severin Fowles
(2016) has recently criticized thing-oriented theory and its allegedly “analytical shift of focus from
people to things” and “subjectification of objects”. Because of the postcolonial critique of how the
West has written whatever it liked about other people, Fowles argues, Western academics have turned
to things as a substitute for the no-longer silenced and oppressed humans (ibid.24-25). In his universe,
things are “perfect subjects” – that is, submissive subjects – because they are silent and therefore lack
the capacity to counter or resist the academic onslaught. This is an interesting argument to hold in the
current condition of environmental change, where things evidently are reacting or “talking back” in an
awry sense. It suffices to mention how carbon monoxide pollution contributes to dramatic global
warming (Masson-Delmotte et al. 2018), how pesticides used in agriculture and aquaculture pose ever
increasing risks for wildlife and humans alike (Köhler and Triebskorn 2013), and how plastics
threatens to become more abundant in the oceans than fish by the year 2050 (World Economic Forum
2016:17), and how anthropogenically introduced and invasive species are increasingly becoming a
severe threat to biodiversity (Bellard, Cassey and Blackburn 2016).
As much as academics, Western and non-Western, construct representations of what and how
things are (Fowles 2016), I want to argue that things constantly push back in their own way and are far
from perfect “subjects” ready to be colonized. It is precisely due to their utterances on beaches, in
bodies, soil, ice, and sky, that we are made aware and must change our lives and discourses. Who
spoke up about the Anthropocene? Extinctions, pollution, and environmental change are not a sign of
authority, but rather a sign of how little foresight, authority and oversight most people have over
material consequences and trajectories. In an “age of excess” (González-Ruibal 2019:190-191), it is
pertinent to acknowledge and explore the excess of things beyond the intended, predicted and
pretended. There is an essential aspect in things that characterizes resistance, such as durability and the
ability to stabilize (Latour 1999:210; Olsen 2010:140-141; González-Ruibal 2014a:21, 26), and at the
same time the ability to destabilize and cause monstrous harm (González-Ruibal 2019). Things resist
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descriptions and rupture expectations that will always be inadequate because they never completely
capture the excesses that lie at the core of things (Harman 2012b:188-189, 2013:61).
When the world is faced with a range of issues such as accelerated anthropogenic climate change,
pollution, and general ecological disturbance, the focus, thus, should not only be on the human
perpetrators and their collaborators. Here it is possible to employ an extended and carefully adjusted
ethic that includes things other than us (cf. Introna 2014) – from non-human “victims” to “associates”.
Accordingly, to follow and prosecute only those who are guilty (or monstrous) by intent, such as guns,
bombs, or chemical weapons (Hodder 2014; González-Ruibal 2019:177), is too simplified. Even the
most innocent piece of plastic may become monstrous when joined by billions of fellow beings in
colonizing oceans, beaches, and nutrition systems of maritime animals. Things are far from “perfect
subjects”, they can be as reluctant, awry, and resistant as human beings, albeit in different and often
more serious ways. Things resist, like a colony of invasive Japanese knotweed fighting back against
the herbicide it was sprayed with (see article B and E). Retiro exemplifies such a material resistance,
and would not have been here today without it. It resists through its historical connotations, memories,
and nostalgia, but more importantly, through its sheer physicality: tendrils of rhizomes digging and
scrambling, grout crumbling, hypha proliferating, spores swarming, and plastics photodegrading.
Consequently, if attentive to its own thingly mattering, Retiro is also a place that resists simple
explanations and reductive representations.

Figure 11 Resisting things: a Japanese knotweed colony slowly resurfacing a year after being doused with
herbicide. Massive amounts of ground elder (Aegopodium podagraria) has taken advantage of the space left
open after the knotweed was decimated. Ironically, ground elder is an invasive weed in Japan, but native in
Norway. 30.05.2018, 18:38.
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Figure 12 Reminder of persistence; a faded note warning people to be careful not to eat any wild food in the area
because of the herbicide used on the knotweed. The note has persisted long after its warning has ended and is
now a part of Retiro’s archaeological record. 16.10.2018, 11:28.
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Figure 13 Unbound heritage: a small colony of Japanese knotweed that has spread beyond Retiro’s original
border. In escaping Retiro it has also escaped the herbicide. 27.06.2016, 15:04.
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Figure 14 Obstinate object: the snow stake discussed in article C. It has now fallen all the way down to the
ground. 17.10.2018, 11:20.
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2 Multitudes and excess
After many repeating walks and stops, things that have been overlooked gradually make their
presence known, for example, certain kinds of knotted plastic bags that accumulate due to the traffic
through the garden. They are black and small and hold the ability to flatten themselves to the ground,
creating an effective camouflage in the gloomy underwood amid stumps of fallen trees and towering
ferns. These banal plastic bags trace the paths of people and their dogs on their everyday walks
throughout the derelict garden. They may be viewed as the material surplus of an interspecies
partnership, a kind of human-dog heritage that brings attention to a part of this relationship, or
ecological dependency, that no one really wants to be reminded of. The waste bags are just one of the
many things that constitute the bewildering assemblage that makes Retiro what it is today. Admittedly,
it is also an example of a thing that can be subtracted from Retiro without putting its physical integrity
at risk. Nevertheless, it is a consequence of the place, of its “gravity” (Bryant 2014), as its paths
attract people walking their dogs, while the undergrowth invites a hide-away for litter. This “intransit refuse” (Wilk and Schiffer 1979:531), signifies that Retiro has also become a transit space, one
where things, people, and dogs move through.

Figure 15 One of the many black plastic bags that dot the verges in Retiro. 28.06.2016, 13:08.

Besides the transient origin of plastic bags, Retiro consist of many things that are rooted-inplace, like the remnants of an octagonal garden pond centrally placed in the middle of the old flower
garden south of the villa. The exfoliating plaster on the raised walls of the pond reveal that it is built
with maroon bricks, but this peephole is in the process of being hidden again by a creeping carpet of
lichen and moss. The pond is approximately 30 cm deep, or 6 bricks high and has a diameter of 5,5 m.
On the top of the brickwork corners, one can see three bricks radiating out from each of the corners.
The pond is dry and probably has been so for a while, indicated by the vegetation covering its base: a
thick carpet of grass, weed and a jumble of birch, sycamore, hazel (Corylus avellana), silver fir, alder
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(Alnus incana), rowan (Sorbus aucuparia), and goat willow (Salix caprea) saplings. The inside of the
pond has become a continuation of the unkempt garden floor. In the centre of the pond, there is a
cluttered pile of stones mixed in with fragmented pieces of a concrete pedestal. One iron pipe is jutting
out in the middle of the pile. A closer look reveals that the stones have a rather exotic origin; the
greyish black stones are volcanic tuff.
The radiating brickwork on the corners of the octagon was originally used as platforms to put
decorative elements, such as interesting pieces of volcanic rocks, urns and wooden pails with plants.
Old pictures show that in the centre of the pond stood a tall, black Victorian fountain with a small
statue on top. The statue was of a human figure with a horn “blowing” a jet of water approximately
two or three meters straight up into the air. The fountain used to spray water on the brick edges of the
ponds, causing some overflow and cracking of the plaster. Jagged volcanic tuff rocks were placed
around the base of the statue, jutting dramatically out of the water. The black cast-iron fountain and
volcanic rocks created a vivid contrast to the bright white Italian faux-marble plaster statues that
were widely used in both the flower- and landscape garden. The flower garden was designed
differently compared to the surrounding landscape garden; it had well-defined structures and
placements of plants. This part was one of the first structures to be completed when Retiro was built,
even before the villa itself. Originally, it had a complex network of pathways winding between
asymmetric flowerbeds. This was later redesigned and simplified (Vestad 1961:15), perhaps because
of the difficulty of maintaining the initial complexity. The pond has lasted through the redesigns and
still occupies the central area of the flower garden even in its derelict state.
The grandness of the fountain is lost in the present, but through its ruination other memories
of the pond are revealed. The plaster has been slipping away from the brickwork due to acidic rain,
frost, and prodding roots. The mortar between the bricks is also crumbling away, eroding the
possibility of the previously watertight purpose. With these intermediaries gone, the persistent bricks
move with the rhythms and perturbation of its environment. Presently the pond is defined by a
perimeter of stacked bricks; the original facade is eroded and gone. Its leaking brick- and rusted
pipework reveal memories of its construction and use, but also of its afterlife in redundancy. What
memories and connotations can this “pond” now unintendedly spill out in its surroundings? The
previous plasterwork has seeped into the soil of the garden turf, again feeding the plants with minerals
and nutrients for wild growth. The plants, moss, and lichen do not recollect the pond as a beautiful
garden structure, but rather remember it habitually through dispersing minerals and build-up of soil
and substrates for their roots and rhizoids to grip. In some way, out of our immediate and eminent
reach, the plaster of the pond is still there, in a peculiarly archaeological way. The pond is not just a
manifestation of chaotic matter; it is a rather particular accumulation of memory. The pipes and
network of mechanisms that bound together the flow of water is presently constricted and only
overflows with rust. Is a pond without water still a pond? How does the “natural world” remember,
include, and propagate heritage? How can one approach such things?
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Figure 16 The more-than-empty pond in the flower garden. The fountain foundation is barely visible in the centre.
26.05.2015, 12:13.

Figure 17 The crumbling pond-wall. The bricks are much more obstinate compared to the malleable and
crumbling mortar. 16.10.2015, 16:10.
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Figure 18 Ornamental tuff rock. Probably imported from the Napoli area in Italy. 13.02.2016, 13:00.
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Generally speaking, there are two angles of attack in gathering research data on sites like Retiro. One
is the indirect approach, which depends on sources like literature, archival material, and oral accounts.
The other approach is to explore a site “face-to-face”, so to say, gathering observational and
experiential research data. Of course, both approaches are equally valid, and it is often necessary to
combine them to get to grips with a place. Sometimes one approach might lead to the other, where
historical information provides clues that can be used when surveying, and vice versa. Nevertheless,
my research is mostly based on the latter approach, and the conviction that close physical proximity
with Retiro offers something different, yet not better, than investigating a place mainly through
secondary sources and representations. The choice, of course, also relies on the objectives of your
study, and in my case, the things and material circumstances that were discovered during the
fieldwork. Highlighting things such as for example Spanish slugs (Arion vulgaris) and plastic grave
lanterns as components of Retiro’s contemporary ecology (see article D), would have been difficult in
an indirect approach where such things are hardly represented. Some things can only be discovered by
being where they are, and by experiencing them in action.
A central premise this research is based on is how the theoretical framework, method and case
study intertwine. Accordingly, surveying Retiro is not a detached sampling of empirical data, but also
a way of theorizing. As much as Retiro is a diverse and multitemporal palimpsest, so too are the
theoretical bits and pieces used when writing about Retiro (cf. Olsen 2010:12-14; Pétursdóttir
2013:64). Theorizing can be as bewildering, open-ended, and entangled as the underwood of Retiro
(see Pétursdóttir 2018; Pétursdóttir and Olsen 2018). My goal has not been to straighten out the
garden’s bewildering character by fitting it into neat theoretical frames, but rather to emphasize and
explore it. Instead of seeing theory as something that always precedes the matter at hand, it can be
regarded as something that is informed by the things in question (Pétursdóttir 2018:208). Theory can,
of course, be transformed, modified, or made moot with empirical observations and experiences.
Therefore, theorizing cannot be separated into a realm that sits apart from an empirical reality, and is
accordingly not always easy to define in archaeology (cf. Lucas 2015a, 2015b).
Fieldwork is an opportunity to be attentive to what and how things disclose themselves. This
implies that new insights may emerge from engaging a case study directly and with an “open-mind”
(cf. Olsen 2012c; Pétursdóttir 2014; Pétursdóttir and Olsen 2014a:22). Even if there is an emphasis on
on-site experiences and empirical observations throughout the research, sources such as historical texts
or photographs have, of course, not been disregarded when they can illuminate different aspects of the
site in the present day, as seen in article A. Instead, it is about being curious when encountering things,
and to acknowledge that things can challenge preconceptions and premises that are in place before the
encounter (cf. Olsen and Witmore 2015:192). A phenomenological and aesthetic approach to
documentation takes into consideration the researcher’s experiences in encounters with the things,
such as documenting smells, sights, and the sense of place (Tilley 2008). A common misapprehension
of phenomenological approaches is to think that these encounters are nothing more than subjective
experiences (Thomas 2015:1288). To immerse oneself in a place is not only about the subjective and
personal experience, because being there depends on how other things are there with you and how
they interact with each other. For example, as mentioned in article D, smell can inform about invisible
presences of bacteria and fungi in soil, leaf litter and decaying wood. It would be problematic to
bracket the world as only present through human consciousness, and that would lock away any
relationship and interaction between non-humans (Witmore 2015). As such, the project has not only
focused on the relationship between a privileged observer and the observed, but also on including
other kinds of co-existential and -resistant things. This is seen in article D, which explores how Retiro
is ecologically constituted by non-human things such as fungi and non-native plants.
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The documentation included both biotic and abiotic, living and dead things. Further, things
were not sorted into a hierarchy that prioritized them based on their age. This flattening and
equalization of temporalities enabled me to juxtapose and acknowledge how things, regardless of their
age, coexist in a contemporary environment. Hence, it was possible to engage a wide range of
different things, from plastic stakes and yesterday’s litter, to elderberry bushes and fragments of
statues (see article B, C, and D). The fieldwork did not involve collecting and removing things from
Retiro, except for a small range of botanical samples that were used to identify non-native plant
species. There are several reasons for this: one point is that selecting which part of the material
environment to document is a challenge when dealing with a contemporary context, where the sheer
scale and the number of things might offer an overload of information (Graves-Brown, Harrison and
Piccini 2013:14-15). Things that were recorded during the fieldwork were not picked out in advance
but depended on choices done in the field and how things disclosed themselves to me during the
fieldwork (e.g. Tilley 2008:273-274; Pétursdóttir 2014). Over the course of repeated fieldworks, eight1
visits in total, things and patterns emerged and eventually led to the articles this thesis rests on.

Figure 19 Being on a survey: a photo shot while traversing the dense vegetation in one of the more inaccessible
parts of Retiro. 28.06.2016, 15:53.

1

Nine if you count my first encounter with Retiro in September 2011.
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“Thing theories” concerned with the autonomy and particularities of non-humans (e.g. Brown
2001; Olsen 2003, 2010; Latour 2004, 2009; Olsen et al. 2012; Hodder 2012; Ingold 2012; Harman
2016b) have been important in shaping the outline and premise of the research. Sometimes the words
“object” and “thing” are used interchangeably, as Harman does (see Harman 2016b), but “thing” is
usually preferred because of its well-established use in archaeology (e.g. Olsen 2010; Hodder 2012).
Some object-oriented philosophers such as Ian Bogost (2012:24-25) prefer to use “objects” instead of
“things” because the latter can invoke too much concreteness and permanency. Ingold, on the other
hand, claims the opposite, that “object” insinuates a complete and final form, while “things” are
materials in motion (cf. Ingold 2012). My use of thing hints to something, in any form or composition,
which exists independent of human minds. Hence, things are discrete and real entities that form a
diversity of empirically observable phenomena. Importantly, “thing” is also used to refer to biotic
things like plants, fungi, lichen, and cyanobacteria. Living plants are just as much part of the
archaeological record as potsherds and charcoal, and should not be arbitrarily excluded because of
their non-human origin or vitality (see article B). Thus, “thing” is an inclusive term that can refer to
everything of an environment like Retiro, with its trees, birds, beer cans, and buildings. Accordingly,
“thing” is a vague term (cf. Sørensen 2016b), which does not define in exhaustive detail what it refers
to and instead points out that it has an independent but observable existence. However, this inherent
“fuzziness” is not detrimental; it can instead be regarded as a way of referring to objects without
allocating them to restrictive categories. As such, “thing” is a term that acknowledges excess and gives
room for objects to wiggle and “dither” (cf. Pétursdóttir 2018). “Thing” is far from a subjective term,
but instead it emphasizes that there are always more things to know, indeed, that there is something
beyond the subject. Referring to the fragment of a statue as a thing, for example, enables us to look
beyond its previous existence as a part of a whole, and accordingly explore its characteristics as a
substrate for microorganisms and slugs (see article D). Perhaps somewhat counterintuitively, using a
vague term like “thing” can be helpful when exploring emergent particularities and excess of objects
(cf. Marila 2017).
Turning to things is not a theoretical orientation that just exchanges human subjects with things,
nor does it exclude people from the research (Olsen 2012a:29). Symmetrical archaeology and thing
theory can instead be said to emphasize the difference between the human and non-human, and
between non-humans, rather than just to assign human qualities and intentions to things (Shanks 2007;
Olsen 2013:293). Symmetry furthermore emphasizes that archaeologists already are a part of the
world that they observe and engage with (Olsen et al. 2012:13). This embeddedness within a material
world is also highlighted in how archaeologists diligently work with and cares for things.
Nevertheless, the word “symmetry” can easily be confusing and misunderstood as making all things
equal by promoting a flat ontology (cf. Ingold 2012:430-432; Pollock et al. 2014:156-157; Van Dyke
2015; Sørensen 2013, 2016a; Cipolla 2018), or even leading to unfortunate assumptions of
indiscriminatingly equating “things” with humans (cf. Fowles 2016:22). Symmetry as applied here,
however, does not call for homogenization but rather “… to forefront symmetry is not to deny that
beings are different; in fact, it is to acknowledge that these differences are constitutive for the world,
including for human existence” (Olsen and Witmore 2015:188). A person and a spoon equally exist in
the world, but their existence is quite dissimilar. More importantly the idea of symmetry is a sort of
guideline for researchers interested in the empirically observable heterogeneity of the world, because
it suggests that one avoids reductive and limiting assumptions about things before the work is carried
out (ibid., Witmore 2014). In other words, it involves recognizing the difference of things without
ontologically dividing them in advance; simply put, one does not describe the character of something
before it has been sensed and observed in some way. Even though the representation of things to some
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degree reflects personal and human interests and opinions (Cipolla 2018:64), I argue that symmetrical
archaeology encourages the researcher to prioritize a different and oblique approach to things. It
facilitates open-ended and lateral approaches, while stressing the importance of empirical engagement
(cf. Witmore 2015, 2019). My research operates with a symmetrical perspective that makes it possible
to de-emphasize an anthropocentric understanding of heritage based on human exceptionalism, as
argued for in article D. Consequently, it offers an investigation of heritage that can move beyond
concepts like property (cf. Pacifico 2019) by looking at how Retiro with its multitude of
anthropogenic and non-human things transcends anthropocentric expectations of what heritage is.

Figure 20 Discovering lingering residues of interactions. A small bouquet of wilted twisted shell flowers (Chelone
obliqua) found inserted into the crack of the villa’s kitchen door. 16.10.2015, 15:54.
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2.1 A walk in the park
As mentioned, the project’s primary method of gathering information and descriptions was on-site
surveys. Surveying involves a lot of walking and interaction with things. This exemplifies one of the
unique particularities of archaeology, namely the closeness to and the care for things (Olsen et al.
2012:204-205). It offers an opportunity to experience the atmosphere and presence of a site (see
Sørensen 2015), which otherwise is invisible, overlooked, or impossible to be experienced through
secondary representations. This approach has by example been used in a contemporary archaeological
research of the Soviet mining town Pyramiden (Andreassen, Bjerck and Olsen 2010; Harrison and
Schofield 2010:69). Walking is a natural way of investigating Retiro, not only because of it being a
way to closely observe things, but also because it is a piece of landscape architecture that was
designed with walking in mind with a 3 kilometres long network of looping and serpentine paths.
However, walking is also a way to subvert the inbuilt expectations of the architecture, by for example
walking outside the original paths.
Field walking is not a method that is solely employed by archaeologists, it is also used in
geography (Smith 2010; Edensor 2008), anthropology (Lohmann 2006), as well as in natural sciences
such as biology and geology. Still, first hand investigation of places and things through field surveys
are important aspects of archaeology that differentiates its approach from other means of gathering
information. Surveys offer an opportunity to experience the unique environment of a site and the
concreteness of the field encounter that cannot be conveyed through other representational means (e.g.
Gumbrecht 2004). Archaeological surveys, of course, involve much more than simply walking, it is
also about being there (e.g. Clark 1997; Andreassen, Bjerck and Olsen 2010; Harrison and Schofield
2010:69; Olsen et al. 2012: 58-78; Pétursdóttir and Olsen 2014a:24-25). Walking can imply transience
and always be on the move – to pass things by. However, every archaeologist with in-depth survey
experience would certainly know that it is much more than just boots touching the turf. Sometimes one
spends just as much time standing still and, on the knees, scrutinizing vague features and things.
Another aspect is that surveying is not exclusively a matter of prospecting, where it must in one way
or another lead up to a more in-depth data analysis that uncovers the real truth that is hidden behind
the immediate encounter with things. My surveys of Retiro have emphasized qualitative aspects, and
thus focused on documenting things as they were encountered in the field. As such, the project has
been more interested in documenting the kind of things found, and how they exist, rather than their
frequencies and distributions.
While staying for hours, walking and sometimes sitting down to investigate things, it became
apparent that most of the human presence in Retiro is today transitory compared to other things, like
for example the paths, oaks (Quercus robur), glass bottles, drainage channels, and green elfcup fungus
(Chlorociboria aeruginascens). Despite their brief visits, humans and their entourage of things still
affect Retiro in ways that make them an influential part of the contemporary landscape. Humans, as
observed through material traces and movements in Retiro, are masters of unpredictable material
interactions. Suddenly, things have been dragged out of their hiding place inside the dusty buildings
and left out in the open. For example, the antique kicksled left stranded in the middle of the flower
garden. The present owners of the villa and gardener’s residence have through several means
attempted to hinder the movement of people and things. Windows and doors have been boarded up
and nailed shut, with different degrees of success. To monitor movements in and around the buildings
“wildlife” surveillance cameras have been installed, watching the gravel courtyards behind the villa
and the flower garden at the front. This, however, has not stopped or dissuaded people from breaking
into the buildings. The architectural framework of Retiro as a landscape garden was originally
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designed with controlled walking in mind (Leone 1984). It had, and to some degree still has, loops and
circuits that cut through the terrain. When the garden was left to its own devices, new paths appeared
while other have been blocked off by rampant vegetation. People still mostly follow the original paths,
but they probably do not have the same aversion to walking off the path and into the emerging
wilderness as when Retiro was still tended to by gardeners. Similarly, I did also walk in-between the
original paths, which was necessary to really get inside the contemporary workings of Retiro.

Figure 21 An antique kicksled wrecked in the flower garden. 30.05.2018, 18:08.

Walking enables specific observations and experiences that cannot be achieved through other
scholarly practices. It is of course embedded in the observers’ corporality and tools, which accordingly
offer perspectives and observations that can differ from person to person, or even from day to day. A
good pair of walking boots is for archaeologists a scientific instrument that aid the gathering of data.
Walking, and thus surveying, is a method central to counteracting simplifications and spatial
understatements that exists in the contemporary era (González-Ruibal 2019:161). In one way, walking
is a fundamental part of Retiro’s relationship with humans (cf. Ingold 2004). It is not really an
abstractly selected and objectively employed method; it is one of the only ways to reach most parts of
Retiro, and not least to get to grips with its contemporaneity. Walking is also one of the reasons that
some sections of Retiro are reachable at all. For paths to be kept open, they need to be walked, by
humans or wildlife (Macfarlane 2012:17). Hence, walking is an integral part of Retiro’s landscape –
an activity that merges and is in a dialogue with the terrain and the things that dwell in it. While some
paths have become overgrown and disappeared under a thick layer of soil and vegetation, new paths
have started to grow and present themselves, cutting into unrealised opportunities that Retiro offers.
Thus, walking is much more than a transcendental exercise in introspective self-reflection (i.e.
Thoreau 1862).
Walking also has a temporal aspect to it – each survey was a movement through time, seasons,
and weather. As sometimes experienced during lengthy archaeological excavations, other things and
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processes move in concert, or diagonally, with the time the work takes. For example, cleared and
levelled profiles and surfaces can spring to life with all kinds of organisms, erasing the immaculate
planes with rhizomes, roots, and mycelium. Opposite these negentropic events (see article B), you
have the entropic processes where matter dissipates and continually seeks equilibrium, like erosion,
chemical reactions, and diffusion. Like the roadside stake discussed in article C, which slowly but
inevitably moved from being upright to being prone in the course of four years. When working with a
contemporary perspective, it is important to acknowledge that the things studied also move, grow, or
dissipate. This is different from regarding data as always fixed, like numbers on a spreadsheet – a
current perspective must leave parameters open and give leeway for things to move about and shift
without making them too ephemeral or permanent.
Repetition and walking are intricately linked to each other (e.g. Edensor 2008:136; Gros
2014:207-217), because walking regularly involves, purposely or inadvertently, tracing and repeating
the tracks of other people or following in your own footsteps. Repetition, or anaphora, can be argued
to be a part of the rhetoric of archaeological practise, not least because it involves continually
returning to the same places (González-Ruibal 2014b:370-371, 2019:109). Thus, a focus on the
present day also offers an incentive to return – to both repeatedly look at things a-new and make new
discoveries. To return is to linger and make time for affective encounters with things (Pétursdóttir
2013:54). To recognize that returning to a place, repeatedly, has merit, one also must acknowledge the
capacity of a place and its excess – such as the complex and evanescent multitudes a real and
unmediated environment offers. The return is not necessarily about refining conclusions through
reductive deductions, as in getting closer to a truth by eliminating extraneous things; it can instead aim
to expand knowledge about the things that constitute a site, and thus increase the abundance of things
and nuances in our representations.
For example, “bad weather” can be regarded as disruptive during excavations, while seasons
and weather are also important to understand the vibrancy and multitudes of archaeological landscapes
(e.g. Tilley 1994, 2008; Hamilton et al. 2006). Thus, seasonal and climatic variations are meaningful
for research that aims to describe and understand the contemporaneity of things and places. For
instance, living organisms like plants and animals have temporal rhythms, activities, and appearances
that are dependent on the environmental conditions that the seasons and weather bring (see article B).
Even non-living things, like water and minerals, drastically change affordances and aesthetics
depending on ephemeral environmental conditions such as temperature and humidity (e.g. Tilley
2004). As such, these changes and fluctuations in the environment are vital to get a realistic
understanding of how things are parts of and constitute a place like Retiro (see article B and D).
To repeatedly return enables us to document ephemeral things, such as snow, ice, and
floodwater. In the same manner as plants can be regarded as superficial veneer (see article B), snow
can be subjected to the same kind of reductive generalization. Sometimes, in order to get the gist of
things, one must be there at the right time. Accordingly, places have a kairotic character (see article
B), a timeliness that is a part of the particularities of things. Snow has a range of different
materialities, as exemplified by the Sámi languages that have extensive vocabularies describing
different types of snow. The experience of walking in Retiro during winter would depend on the type
of snow draping its hibernating landscape; for example, crusty hard snow makes it easier to walk
outside paths, but deep powdery snow makes it difficult. Light, freshly fallen snow acts as a sounddeadening material and can for example emphasise the chirps and songs of small perching birds that
usually become drowned in anthropogenic noise (see Whitehouse 2015). Thus, Retiro has a
soundscape and thus an acoustic ecology (see Pijanowski et al. 2011), which changes with seasons,
weather, and the time of day. Snow also ephemerally records the passing of things, like footprints
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revealing that it is indeed badgers (Meles meles) that occupy the burrows in and around the gardener’s
residence. Snow is as much a part of Retiro as the leaves on the trees and the serpentine paths. A thick
cover of snow can obscure things, but it can also in some instances highlight things (see Pétursdóttir
2011, 2012a; Olsen 2012b), as for example tracks and other traces of movement. The cold also halts
decay and growth temporarily, making decomposing things linger and remain visible a little longer. It
is not just people that “live in the open” as Tim Ingold argues (2007a), but also everything else.
This is not just about subjective experiences of a place, but also a less subtractive and
discriminatory view allowing for the real complexity of what a place is, and thus, the potential for
what heritage can be. The “return” as a method can be different from quantitative investigations that
look to find the trends, averages and means of things. Instead, it can highlight “outlying” protrusions
by recording how things can deviate and occasionally behave erratically. Not just the things that repeat
themselves but also unique events, juxtapositions, uncouplings, movements, and entanglements. The
return acknowledges that a place always has an excess to explore, but it also recognizes that there is a
familiarity in this, that there is always something recognizable to return to. When returning, you are
bound to encounter something that has previously touched your senses, but also aspects previously not
noted because of a slight change in angle, movement, light, vegetation, etc. This was the case with the
wooden window frame that haunted Retiro’s northwest corner. Its most common abode was among the
ruins of the Atlantic Ocean pond. Here it jumped around between my visits. It was for sure moved
around by human agents, but any purpose of this jagged migration throughout the environment I have
yet to discern.

Figure 22 First sighting of the window frame. 21.05.2015, 09:00.
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Figure 23 Second sighting of the window frame.14.02.2016, 10:19.
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Figure 24 Third sighting of the window frame. 29.06.2016, 13:52.
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Figure 25 Last sighting of the window frame. The frame was not encountered again in subsequent surveys.
25.02.2017, 10:48.
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2.2 The subterranean
Harrison (2011) has argued that a shift away from the tropes of “archaeology-as-excavation” and “a
past that is buried and hidden” to instead define archaeology as surface-survey, can help
archaeologists working with the contemporary overcome the felt need to justify their work. Harrison’s
focus on visible surfaces has been criticized for overlooking aspects such as movement and the
imperceptible (i.e. Simonetti 2015:82), but this recognition of exposed surfaces as archaeological is
significant because it acknowledges that to understand things one is not always required to move
behind “mere” appearances. This, for instance, is important for the premise in article B, that the
dynamic “surface” of plants is not only a veneer on the “true” archaeology beneath it. From the outset
of the project, excavation was not prioritized as a method. Simply speaking, one of the main reasons
was that surface surveying is less time consuming, and less logistically and labour intensive than
excavation. This gave more time to engage with the site as a whole. An excavation would inevitably
lead to a more focused and spatially concentrated attention compared to an approach that is based on
walking. The focus on what Retiro has become and is becoming, rather than what it once was, is
another reason behind the decision. Nevertheless, it is important to acknowledge that there are some
appearances hidden from view; contemporary things that need to be excavated for us to see them
(González-Ruibal 2019:161). Even without excavations, it is important to acknowledge that to
investigate the contemporaneous environment of Retiro does not categorically exclude the
subterranean, or invisible. The buried and out-of-sight, as I will argue, is an essential component of the
present.
The connection and connotation between archaeology and the buried is well established both
in popular knowledge and within the discipline (i.e. González-Ruibal 2013a:7; Gnecco 2013; Nativ
2018). The archaeological context is tricky to define, as shown in for example Michael Brian
Schiffer’s well-known attempt to distinguish between the historical, systemic, and archaeological
context (Schiffer 1996; see also Patrik 1985). Despite not being the only academic discipline to use
excavation as a method, archaeology is alone in using it in the social sciences and humanities.
Anthropologists, ethnographers, and human geographers might survey and document environments
and artefacts, but only archaeologists will put it under the scrutiny of the spade and trowel.
Accordingly, archaeology has a “matchless capacity to engage the chthonic realm” (Witmore 2018). It
relentlessly pursues matter that is out of immediate reach, and archaeological excavation, and the
subterranean, has therefore been a welcome metaphor in psychoanalytical thought (González-Ruibal
2013a). For archaeologists, however, excavation is not first and foremost a metaphor for the depth
beyond or behind things, but is rather a concrete method to reach and document things. As such, the
effort to plunge into the earth to uncover things is overall related to methodology and the nature of the
archaeological research objects. Nevertheless, it can also be seen as an archaeological orientation
towards the world, as discussed in article C. Thus, the chthonic perspective of archaeology is not
limited to the underworld of metaphysical beings, deities, and metaphors; it may be preoccupied with
what is (partly) out-of-sight, but it is so in a way that predicts, so to speak, its real presence and impact
on the present.
Surfaces constitute the border to the subterranean. They are, however, not impermeable
membranes separating the past and the present, or archaeology and any other discipline. The chthonic
realm is the very substrate that supports the weight of the present. In the many surveys of Retiro, I
witnessed the slow and speedy creation of new surfaces, and the disappearance of old ones. Things
erupt from beneath the soil without being intentionally excavated, resurfacing as an inherent part of
reality. Through these repeated fieldworks, Retiro appeared to me as a messy folded sheet of surfaces,
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to allude to Michel Serres’ metaphor of the crumpled handkerchief (Serres and Latour 1995:60-61); a
polychronic gathering of superpositions, juxtapositions, intersections and impacts. A conventional
historical approach would want to unfold and straighten things out to create a neat and orderly
chronology and chain of causality. An archaeology of the contemporary, however, can proceed rather
differently. As stated by González-Ruibal, it should describe the materialities and their current
relationships as they are, in order to articulate a “deep archaeology of the present”, an archaeology
that should “… manifest these rich pasts, their many connections, while keeping their tangled nature”
(González-Ruibal 2017:269).

Figure 26 Bedrock hoisted up into the air by the roots of a silver fir toppled over in stormy weather. 02.08.2017,
09:54.
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The metaphor of a crumpled handkerchief, however, does not quite capture the intricate reality
at any site as convergent and intersecting as Retiro. Here things fold into each other, things are
dissolved and recombined, changed in material and shape. Even things that usually vehemently stay in
place, like the folded bedrock of migmatitic gneiss, sometimes re-surface and get exposed. The roots
of a silver fir uprooted by windthrow have in one instance ripped out and hoisted up huge gneiss
boulders, suddenly reanimating geology that has slumbered there for 420 million years since the
Caledonian orogeny. While many things stay hidden in the soil in Retiro, there is always an
intermittent dialogue between the subterranean and the heterogenic surfaces above. Plants are one of
the manifestations of this exchange, as they are organisms that are both rooted in and reach above the
soil of which they grow. The nutrient cycle is a process that binds the subsurface and the upper ground
in a concrete but uneven continuity, where matter is decomposed and recomposed (cf. Begon, Colin
and Harper 2006:525-526). Some things stay in the ground, while others percolate out by various
means.
Most of the things that have been described are in one way or another related to the
subterranean: from the exfoliated paint accumulating in the soil beneath the villa, to the fungi that
mostly exist within other things. After my surveys, the things beneath the soil-cover of Retiro still
mostly remain a mystery. As a matter of course, I have speculated on what might be found there, from
structures and artefacts to pollen from exotic but extinct garden plants. What traces has the now buried
playground left in the soil? What kind of artefacts have people lost through the years in the Atlantic
Ocean pond, and what kind of stories about the past and present can they tell? Nevertheless, leaving
things to their mysteries is not necessarily something that I want to avoid, or for that matter, bypass in
any way. By leaving things as they are, things are left open. If Retiro remains in bureaucratic limbo,
who knows, I might get a chance to excavate. But I think that the new things uncovered would lead to
new mysteries and prompt further speculations.

2.3 Obliquity
If all of the upper ground had been surveyed and the underground excavated, would one reach the
“end” of Retiro? Could I have reached a final conclusion? One perspective that can offer an answer to
this is Graham Harman’s object-oriented ontology (2016b). A central axiom in Harman’s ontology is
that things always exceed the way they appear to us and other things. They are always more than their
current relationships and always hold a part of their being in reserve (Harman 2016b). According to
this, Retiro has no “end”, no finality that can be reached, despite how much is surveyed or excavated.
To some, such a Socratic claim can evoke images of an ever-present darkness that occludes everything in the universe; a depressing perspective of alienation, chaos, and irresponsibility (e.g. Ribeiro
2016:147-148; Barrett 2017; Ion 2018). However, it would be too reductive to see the excess of things
simply as an ontology of withdrawal. Instead, it can be regarded as an ontology that acknowledges that
things have a surplus and thus an excess that cannot immediately be accessed and extracted, offering
an opening for things to be manifold, an opportunity for multiplicity, subversiveness, and resistance.
One of the central notions of Harman’s philosophy is his concepts of “overmining” and
“undermining”. Undermining can be understood as a kind of reductionism, which is often connected
to the methods of natural sciences, but is also found in the humanities. It reduces and splits things into
smaller and smaller parts in order to explain them. Reductive materialist explanations, for example,
dissolves things “downwards” by telling us that the real matter is what it is composed off: a table is
never truly a table; it is rather just a swarm of particles, fields, empty space, mathematical equations
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etc. On the other hand, overmining is prevalent in the humanities (Harman 2013:89). In this approach,
everything is treated as a product of something else, such as a social structure, an economic system, or
an ideology. This means, for example, to describe a table as an extension of the intentions of its
maker, a manifestation of capitalist ideology, a symbol of wealth, and so on. Overmining treats things
as residues or epiphenomena of a more relevant, overarching reality. For Harman, the “real object” is
located in between these two extremes (Harman 2013:93), a third table that cannot be reduced to mere
particles, elevated to fleeting human intentions, or a perfect mathematical formula.
A central point for Harman is nevertheless that undermining, overmining, and “duomining” (a
combination of the two) is impossible to avoid, since it is connected to what he defines as the two
possible ways of knowing a thing: first, we can know what it is made of, and secondly, we can know
what it does. Consequently, every intellectual method is by necessity reductive (ibid.94), because any
understanding or explanation inevitably must focus on a selected part of reality. Knowledge of a thing
cannot replace the thing; in other words, it is impossible to translate a thing to knowledge “as it is”
without losing some qualities, practise, or causal relations (Harman 2016b:32-33). Thus, the research
on Retiro inevitably both overmined and undermined its being; it summarises its constituent parts, like
for example non-native garden plants, and looks at what they do, that is growing, multiplying, or
dying out.
How is it then possible to approach real things if they are inherently irreducible and
inexhaustible? One way, Harman writes, is to view the object-oriented approach as a counter-method
(Harman 2013:95), which as exemplified by textual analysis would involve: “[i]nstead of dissolving a
text upward into its reading or downward into its cultural elements, we should focus specifically on
how it resists such dissolution” (Harman 2012b:200). Thus, the method emphasizes the tension
between the research and the researched thing. Since things are irreducible, a researcher, Harman
claims, should approach the object in indirect and allusive ways, and thus that “[o]bliquity and
metaphor are better tools for getting at the hidden nature of things than any … reductive cataloguing
of palpable features” (Harman 2013:95). Instead of focusing on reducing a research object to
something exact, the researcher should also emphasize its elusiveness and hidden excess. Because of
this, an object-oriented approach should be less concerned with relations between things, and rather
attend to their autonomy (Harman 2013:60). Accordingly, an object-oriented method focuses more on
exploration and discovery than on criticizing and refuting things (ibid.). However, that is not to say
that critical approaches cannot lead to discovery and exploration (see article D), but the point is to
involve more things without eliminating the possibility of nuance and excess.
Art, Harman argues, can be a role model for object-oriented philosophy and humanities (cf.
2013:99). According to Harman, one of the interesting things about art is its production of allure.
Allure is something that comes to our awareness in the form of surprise or fascination because we are
not sure what we are dealing with, even if we witness its qualities (Harman 2013:69). Accordingly,
allure brings into attention the contrasts between the hidden sides of real things and their visible
qualities. The fascinating enchantment of artworks is by these terms the tension between what we can
sense and the hidden excess in things (Harman 2012b:187). One could say that art is an example of the
middle road Harman envisages in an object-oriented method in the humanities. Art can be translated
and interpreted, but these observations cannot take the place of the artwork itself. In my reading of
Harman, an object-oriented approach involves revealing the friction between the research and the
researched object. The material vestiges and “hyperart” discussed in article D, can be an example of
things that in some way show such tension between what they are and what they once were, and thus
allude to a hidden excess.
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Archaeology is an academic discipline oriented towards things, but how does Harman’s
object-oriented method measure up to how archaeological methods and research define things and the
access to them? Are the ungraspable things described by Harman an applicable starting point for an
archaeological investigation? How does one survey, write up, photograph, the inherently ineffable?
Are all our approaches reductive and divisive, missing the real object by emphasizing the sensual
object in how things appear for me? Harman’s philosophy makes for an apparently secluded and
mysterious universe, where all things withdraw from us and each other (cf. Harman 2013:75), and
where even the most careful use of a trowel only uncovers a caricature of the real thing (cf. Harman
2013:61).
What, then, does it mean to approach a site such as Retiro “obliquely”? One way to interpret
Harman’s notion of obliquity, is to see it as a concept that simultaneously acknowledges that things
have a real essence and that this essence is always withdrawn and inaccessible. For example, listing
every species of plant or the position of every grain of sand in Retiro, would not bring us any closer to
its “essence” than the historical recounting of the thoughts and ambitions of Christian Johnsen who
originally built the garden – or my own recounting of Retiro’s contemporary landscape. Nevertheless,
that we cannot ever know the “essence” of things does not mean that we cannot have some knowledge
of them:
“The inability to make the things-in-themselves directly present does not forbid us from
having indirect access to them. The inherent stupidity of all content does not mean the
inherent impossibility of all knowledge, since knowledge need not be discursive and
direct. The absent thing-in-itself can have gravitational effects on internal content of
knowledge …” (Harman 2012a:17)
Acknowledging Retiro as an irreducible and real2 object, which seems impossible to reduce to one
clear and absolute explanation or description, opens for more diverse knowledge and approaches.
Harman’s work is used as one way to substantiate such approaches to Retiro – to enable new ways of
discovering and attending to the processes and things that make up and inhabit its current day.
Despite Harman’s emphasis on indirect caricatures and metaphors, his notion of obliquity also
involves a bodily orientation from a phenomenological perspective (cf. Tilley 2008). This can be
empirical, in that different orientations will enable different sensory data. To enable alternative
perspectives, you can sometimes go down on your knees, taste things, take a few steps backwards, and
hence be there in different ways. In short, one might claim that there is an inherent obliquity built into
fieldwork and the archaeological practice. This is a concrete and real obliquity, a bodily reorientation
towards the material environment; for example, the reorientation towards a polystyrene cup, as
described in Rachael Kiddey’s collaborative research on homeless heritage. Here she describes how
one of the participant’s memory becomes triggered while cleaning the decaying cup (Kiddey 2017).
This act of care towards a thing that is usually regarded as litter is in itself a physical reorientation,
involving both things researched and the archaeologist herself.
It can be argued that Retiro does not only offer to be obliquely investigated, but that itself
possess distinctively oblique characteristics; rudimentary and fragmented things allude to absences,
like the water that once filled the Atlantic Ocean pond (see article B and C). Retiro forms its own
caricatures of things that have been, like smashed statues and a rotting villa of past grandeur. These
oblique “caricatures” allude to the excess of things – for example, a bedroom ceiling slowly
2

Real in that it is a concrete object that exist independent of our minds and descriptions.
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developing into a fungal garden or a discarded bottle that has grown into a moss-filled terrarium (see
article A, B, and D). Ruins, or more precisely things and places that have been left to their own
devices, can reveal details previously hidden behind façades and floorboards. However, when the
multitudes of things are revealed it also encourages questions and speculations. Thus, an oblique
approach is reciprocal; one must face the things with an openness that truthfully acknowledges and
seeks to articulate their excess.

Figure 27 A terracotta horse “caricature”. 16.10.2015, 16:17.
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Figure 28 Garden and pet cemetery. 30.05.2018, 19:11.
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2.4 Critique and speculation
In her book The Limits of Critique, Rita Felski (2015) investigates the inclination to unmask and
criticise literary works. Working to promote a more positive vision of humanistic thought in an age
where it has increasingly been subjected to scrutiny, she highlights the potential “… of literature and
art to create new imaginaries rather than just to denounce mystifying illusions” (ibid.186-187).
Likewise, I also conceive my own research as being more of a positive engagement with a place
steeped in critical discourses (see article A). Indeed, these discourses are legitimate, and many hidden
motives and ideologies have and could be revealed through a critical engagement with contemporary
Retiro. For example, how the sorry state of the buildings in the garden is the combined result of
inaction from the heritage authorities and speculations by the private company that owns that section
of the property (Solli 2012).
My oblique approach to Retiro can be described as more exploratory than a method to reveal
something that is hidden behind mere appearances. Nevertheless, critique is, of course, not absent in
my research. However, this critique is mostly based on expanding knowledge instead of cutting things
off. For example, article A is critical of the way heritage management usually overlooks ruination and
fragmentation when dealing with questions of who inherits the past and how it is inherited. Article B
likewise criticises the way plants are typically regarded as something secondary in heritage discourses
– as a kind of colonizing veneer on the recent past. It is intended that this criticism is rooted in the
things at hand, that these things “push” against our preconceptions and questions and thus unfold a
multifaceted and more diverse environment. Like in article D, the description of a tiny part of Retiro’s
ecological embeddedness, aims to expand the ways of knowing and experiencing a heritage site
instead of disparaging other approaches.
Science is just as much about expansion and enrichment as dispelling myths and falsification
(see Harman 2013:78-99). While critique is, of course, an integral and crucial part of the humanities
and social sciences, it can be used to silence alternative approaches. To make proper sense of a place
like Retiro, one must also attune to it and allow oneself to be surprised and bewildered. It is perhaps
possible to ascribe to a “non-critical heritage study”, as opposed to a critical one steeped in suspicion
and pre-decided objectives (e.g. Harrison 2013b; Winter 2013; cf. Olsen 2003:88, 2006). This also
involves accepting that the things we think of as heritage have an autonomous and non-constructed
reality that supersedes human intentions and predictions (i.e. Fredengren 2015:120, 122; Olsen and
Pétursdóttir 2016). Paul Graves-Brown has for example argued for the importance of cultivating the
mysteries of things:
“In the end I want material culture to retain its sense of mystery, or even the uncanny,
because this is the quality which is stimulating to the imagination. Hopefully, truth will
always remain stranger than fiction.” (Graves-Brown 2011:142)
Þóra Pétursdóttir has argued in a similar fashion that archaeologists should not stop wondering about
things:
“… rather than putting all our effort into eliminating their difference we need to find a
way to overcome our fear for it and instead allow ourselves to be challenged by it; to
occasionally allow us to remain in wonder.” (Pétursdóttir 2012b:598)
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González-Ruibal likewise asserts that archaeological practices are not only about disenchanting the
world, but that they also can add depth and mystery to things:
“In an era characterised by the impoverishment of spatial experience, I wonder: how can
we re-enchant the world again? How can we recover some of its density and
mysteriousness, its lost placeness? I suggest that archaeological practices such as
mapping, fieldwalking and digging may offer a way forward.” (González-Ruibal
2019:163)
Mystery and wonder, thus, can be seen as inherent components of the universe that inevitably lead to
speculation. To speculate does not simply mean to base conclusions and descriptions on conjecture,
but can rather imply careful and attentive contemplation and observation (Barnhart and Steinmetz
1988:1043). However, it is important to be aware that speculation always comes with a precarious
uncertainty because it delves into the occluded excess of things.
The philosopher Ian Bogost frames the act of speculation as a way to grip the “… infinitely
dense molten core of an object and project it outside, where it becomes its own unit, a new and
creative unit operation for a particular set of interactions” (Bogost 2012:32). The speculative aspects
in my research involved acknowledging Retiro as an autonomous and generative site. This also
involves liberating it from a historical determinism where its “authentic” origin and creator always
take precedence over its dynamic and persistent contemporary landscape. Moreover, this implies
acknowledging that Retiro, as a local biotope and ecology, matters for other-than-human organisms
(see article D). As my work proceeded, I had to give more room for the things that constitute Retiro’s
present-day environment. The methodological focus on being there, as mentioned, allowed me to
record things and their particularities that is absent in texts and other re-presentations of Retiro. Like
for example the aberoglyphs described in article A, or the phrase “Gud ser dig” (English: “God sees
you”) written on the inside of the basement door in the gardener’s residence. Accordingly, Retiro is
not a thing that is only written about, it is also literally written on. It incorporates and blends text into
its excessive palimpsest of things; from old magazines lying haphazardly strewn on the floor of the
utility room in the gardener’s residence to the graffiti on the walls of the greenhouse ruin.
This couples into an underlying emphasis on nuance rather than finality, which means letting
descriptions and conclusions retain a certain openness. Speculative work does not imply being nonempirical or detached from a reality “out there”. In fact, the empirical reality of archaeology might fit
better with speculative approaches that dare to be “… wild, messy and creative” (Currie 2018:290).
Accordingly, vagueness is an elementary part of knowledge formed and filtered by the fragmentary
nature of the archaeological record (Marila 2017). “Speculative archaeology” encourages us to explore
and investigate the things that lie beyond immediate experience, and thus acknowledges the openended nature of things (ibid.80-81; see article C).
The crucial point here is not that we do not know, but rather that there is always more to know,
additional things to describe, and alternative ways to know them. We know who funded, partly
planned, and named Retiro, namely Christian Johansen. We know when Retiro was built and finally
established as a summer residence in the middle of the 1870s. We also have knowledge about the
Swiss chalet style the villa was originally built in and the shape and use of the Atlantic Ocean pond.
Nevertheless, we do not know completely what has happened nor what is happening to Retiro today,
or what will happen to it in the future. For example, how things adapt to and form new hybrid
gatherings in this post-horticultural environment. At the same time, it is important to acknowledge that
the representations we produce are unavoidably anthropocentric (cf. Bogost 2012:64-65). Any such
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knowledge must by its nature be understandable to us, and consequently partly be an anthropomorphic
reflection of our embodiment in the world (Bennett 2010:98-100). While it is necessary to avoid
making “humans” the thing we measure everything against, research is always primarily directed
towards a human audience. Nevertheless, how we conduct this research and how it is received, may
influence things and environments that stretch far beyond the human.

Figure 29 Newspaper clipping found on the steps between the villa and the gardener’s residence. The clip
mentions the musician Ole bull, who has incidentally been a guest at Retiro. 16.10.2015, 16:03.

Figure 30 A strange note with sinister connotations found next to a tree stump. 30.05.2018, 17:41.
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Figure 31 “Gud ser dig”, God sees you. 18.10.2015, 10:37.
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2.5 Photographic imagination
The four years I have worked with Retiro have yielded about 6500 images. That number might seem
excessive, especially so when the photo-work has not included inherently image-heavy methods such
as photogrammetry. In the beginning the intention was to sort images by content through tags and
keywords that could be used to separate and compare different things, e.g. with respect to temporal
variance such as how vegetation changes or how artefacts drift through the landscape. However, I
quickly realised that the number of keywords for each image became too plentiful and unwieldy. This
may be representative for a sort of fault line running though the project, namely the inclusive attention
to the range of features present. In the end, I abandoned this attempt of organizing the photos and went
for a more randomized and perhaps “stochastic” approach that remained open to unnoticed
characteristics in the images, namely that they often capture more than intended.
Though guided by the gaze and objectives of the photographer, photographs have the ability to
capture things that the photographer is unaware of. While photography has been criticized for being
superficial and one-eyed (e.g. Mullins 2012; Pusca 2014:35), it can also be said to afford and manifest
an “indiscriminating inclusiveness and attentiveness” (Pétursdóttir and Olsen 2014b:23). Although
Retiro cannot be reduced to what the photographs depict, the images can represent things in ways not
possible through other means such as drawing or writing. The photographs possess a level of detail
that surpasses the eye that pushed the trigger, and is thus prone to “accidental recording”. This unruly
candidness is also indirectly admitted through the habit of pre-photo “field styling”, which is common
at excavations, where we clean out “disturbing” elements from our photos, such as digging debris,
excavation tools, footprints, and ourselves (Parno 2010). However, it is possible to see this empirical
muddling as an opportunity to make discoveries through unexpected inclusions. Thus, it can be argued
that photography has interesting characteristics that make it synergetic with an oblique approach. As
argued by Susan Sontag (2005:56), photographs can themselves be conceptualised as fragments and
quotations. Photos include in some instances “vestigial” representations (cf. article C), by for example
just capturing a small part of a larger thing, such as one side of a building, a short section of a long
path, or the lower trunk of an ancient silver fir. This phenomenological honesty is an empirical
expression that things are always viewed or experienced from a position within a real spatio-temporal
landscape.
My photographic method mostly relied on "reflexive" snap-shots, an approach that did not use
time-consuming and carefully composed scenes. For example, rainy and overcast days were not
skipped despite their subpar lighting conditions. Thus, most of the images in the database on Retiro
are neither well composed nor in any way related to careful “fine-art” photography; instead most of
them have a more pragmatic quality focusing on capturing something. This, in many ways, involves
capturing the mundanity of the site, making up a litany of beer cans, trees, snow, sherds, penny buns
(Boletus edulis), pinecones, plastic bags, tires, paths, benches, nest boxes, cigarette butts, and roe deer
(Capreolus capreolus). The images may appear random precisely because they are just that. The
spontaneous nature of the snapshot produces fragmentary samples of the things and subjects it
captures; highlighting a stillness that otherwise is hidden (Arnheim 1974:151). Apart from some very
few cases, like the snow stake in article C, I did not set up plans of what was going to be photographed
during my fieldwork. Though the 6500 images are by no means a complete representation of Retiro,
they nevertheless form a representative assemble of things that constitute the site today.
Working with photographs prepared and even triggered the returns to Retiro; they afforded
new discoveries of what went unnoticed during the fieldwork as well as rediscoveries of things
forgotten. For example, the red elderberry bushes mentioned in article B, were such a photographic
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discovery. Through repeated visits, patterns and familiar figures started to appear in the photo-archive.
The accumulation of images of grave lanterns made me consider their ecological significance in article
D. In some sense, the photographic work with Retiro resembles an unstructured interview, where one
subjects (things) are allowed to interject and shape both the questions and answers. Photography is
site-specific and binds together fragmented moments, it is an engagement between the past and the
present (Shanks and Svabo 2013:97, 100). Thus, it is a forensic and creative practise that encourages a
focus on witnessing and interrogating things (ibid.100).
“Photographic memory” is usually used as a metaphor of perfect recollection, but is that all to
it? As noticed, the photograph can record details and relations that can be subsequently discovered.
However, this does not make it just an extended eye or an objective technology; it can also have a
speculative character that “… offers a phenomenal parallax that already invites curiosity toward the
objects in the scene …” (Bogost 2012:48). Roland Barthes (1981) and his notion of the punctum, a
disturbing detail or wound in the image, highlights this unforeseen and surprising side of photographs.
In this understanding, photos are more than just illustrations, they can shock and disturb (Barthes
1981:42). Consequently, images do not enter scholarly works only to support or illustrate textual
elucidations, they can provide alternative access to sites and things, which in their captured stillness
can enhance unrecognized relationships and foster immediate and wordless reactions. Photographs
also have the ability to inject an element of the ineffable into any work, which can highlight what is
omitted from or impossible to represent through text (Shanks 1997:102) This characterization of
photographs resonates in several ways with the derelict and unruly nature of Retiro’s contemporary
landscape. Instead of disclosing and ordering landscapes, the photographic record can document and
accentuate the material and ecological excess in places.

Figure 32 “Necroscape”: because Retiro is not regulated by societal standards, “unsettling” things get more time
to linger. Thus, Retiro offers encounters with the afterlife of things that are quickly removed under other
circumstances. 17.10.2018, 16:21.
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Figure 33 Accumulating biomass and anthropogenic off-casts: a bag of electronic articles inside the greenhouse
ruin. The plants growing out of the bag are pioneering raspberry seedlings (Rubus idaeus). 31.05.2018, 09:25.
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2.6 Frame-work
The use of framing is important in the English landscape gardening tradition. Serpentine paths, the
reflective surface of ponds, inclines, and hedges are employed precisely by the gardeners. Framing
was a device used by the famous English garden architect Lancelot “Capability” Brown (1716-1783).
In Brown’s landscape compositions, the perimeter of the garden was framed by a dense belt of
vegetation that separated it from the surrounding farmland (Bruun 1987:174). These vegetative frames
often contained more frames; for example, a hole cut in the hedge could be used to frame for a certain
vista or a distant object like a lighthouse, or as at Retiro, a sublime view towards the Sunnmøre Alps.
A view that Norwegian writer and Nobel laureate, Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson, while staying at Retiro,
claimed was greater than that of the mountain ridges of Nepal (Amdam 1960:267). The frame of
vegetation is visible when looking at the park from the outside, but when you are inside the garden it
is innocuously veiled by carefully planned irregularities and placements of trees (ibid.). This is a
peculiar situation where the frame is obscured from those that are within it, while being visible for
those outside.
The etymological origin of the word “garden” is an enclosed area or yard (Barnhart and
Steinmetz 1988:422). “Hage”, the Norwegian word for garden also has similar etymological roots
referring to a fenced enclosure (Bjorvand and Lindeman 2007:407; Heggstad, Hødnebø and Simensen
2012:237). Enclosing things as a stylistic device, or more precisely “framing” (cf. Brodey 2008:23),
could be said to have a connection to the aesthetical idea of the picturesque (Albers 1991:169).
Gardeners working in the English Garden style attempted to imitate the way painters composed
landscape pictures (ibid.). In painting, framing relies on the vantage point and placement of the
“observer”, or the “ocular” direction, and is thus both something that is looked through and a means to
artificially create a certain perspective on a landscape or things. One could say that a frame is servile,
a thing being there solely to serve the perception of the picture (cf. Miller 1985:181-182). However,
there are more nuances to frames; a framework can, for example, describe something supportive, a
structure carrying the load or propping something up. Frames are things that adjust or arrange other
things by the virtue of itself. The English word “frame” can be etymologically traced to the Norse
word “fram” that can be directly translated as advancement, pushing forward (Barnhart and Steinmetz
1988:405; Heggstad, Hødnebø and Simensen 2012:179). Frame is also used as a word for the human
body, a person’s frame. Framing, thus, may be understood as a means for piecing things together and
“pushes” them in a certain direction.
Like horticulture, archaeology also uses framing as a device to approach the archaeological
record. Similar to art, scientific research is expected to frame its focus and direction (cf. Miller
1985:140). The first thing archaeologists employ when digging a site is a grid system by which the
trenches, as well as features and finds, are measured. Profiles may also be perceived as sections of
frames, and even our notebook, trowels, spades, and camera sensors could be seen as framing
technologies. Framing is crucial to scientific thought and practices, not only as a conceptual tool but
also as a distinct object and a way of approaching things. Frames make things manageable; they both
separate and bind objects together. One can both stack, separate, and make a mosaic of frames; they
have a fractal nature, endlessly recursive, and do not necessarily stop where our thoughts end (cf.
Bogost 2012:28). In relation to the issue of framing, one could also ask if archaeology is in action
“picturesque”, not in the way of using the word as a superficial synonym for beauty, but rather as a
way to interact with things in a “picturing” manner. To appear scientific, it is necessary to aspire
towards a certain kind of aesthetic of tidiness (Parno 2010:123-124) – the excess of both things and
meaning should be carefully managed because they can interfere with the reception of facts.
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Interestingly, photos in popular, non-academic publications often show the messy nature of our toil,
with archaeologists digging and their knees deep in the soil (ibid.125).
Frames limit extents and sharpen the scientific myopia, because the frame as a thing is a way
to concentrate attention and to make something concrete. Framing, however, can afford a diversity of
perceptions. It may be used as a tool to tame Retiro, to rein it into a coherent chronological order and
proper history, but it may also provide a tool to look obliquely at things. The careful framing that once
existed in Retiro has today dissipated but that is not to say that it is absent in other forms. Instead of
acting as thoughtfully composed and arranged, the current frames in Retiro have an anarchic character
that performs haphazardous and unpredictable. Whether plants or ruins, things form and influence
their own contexts and compositions. They may very well appear accidental and without any clear
intention, but they are there, controlling and guiding the movement of both humans and non-humans.
Today, the development and maintenance of Retiro are no longer controlled by the gardeners; other
things have taken over. Humans have certainly had a hand in the continued reframing, but they are
more like opportunistic collaborators than a single executive authority.
Retiro is littered with frames. Some of its redundant things are literally constructed as frames,
such as a wooden window frame or the stripped frame of a bicycle. Because these frames have
escaped their original compositions, they may appear as nonsensical to human eyes (see article C).
Retiro and its companionship of unpredictable things ambush us with a bewildering juxtaposition of
frames that would hardly have the chance to take root in more controlled landscapes (see article A).
The emergent reframing of Retiro, especially as implemented by its vegetation, opens up the
possibilities of occasional and oblique glimpses of things; and in this sense, the design work also
continues albeit in a new and unpredictable manner. These glimpses do not necessarily reveal breathtaking views or beautiful things; they can be an involuntary framing of a distant “memory” (Olsen
2010), such as the ruins of the greenhouse, only visible at certain times of the year when not engulfed
by its surrounding vegetation.

Figure 34 Broken framework: remnants of a chain-link-fence running through the middle of Retiro, delineating
redrawn property boundaries. large stretches of the fence have been flattened by falling trees. 23.05.2015, 12:43.
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2.7 Picturesque heartlessness
It is perhaps unavoidable not to encounter the idea of the “picturesque” when writing about the
afterlife of a landscape garden. There is, however, also the question of what the “picturesque” really
implies. The art historian Christopher Woodward (2001:121) writes that no one really invented the
concept, it can rather be “… understood as a confluence of philosophers, poets and painters whose
ideas flowed in the same direction” in 18th century England. The English reverend William Gilpin,
one of the originators of the term in the 18th century, wrote in his essay Picturesque Beauty about how
he could transform his symmetrical country house into something picturesque:
“Should we wish to give it picturesque beauty, we must use the mallet, instead of the
chissel [sic]: we must beat down one half of it, deface the other, and throw the mutilated
members around in heaps. In short, from a smooth building we must turn it into a rough
ruin. No painter, who had the choice of the two objects, would hesitate which to chuse
[sic]. … Turn the lawn into a piece of broken ground: plant rugged oaks instead of
flowering shrubs: break the edges of the walk: give it the rudeness of a road; mark it with
wheel-tracks; and scatter around a few stones, and brush wood; in a word, instead of
making the whole smooth, make it rough; and you make it also picturesque.” (Gilpin
1794:7-8)
The connection between material “mutilations” and the picturesque give some interesting but sinister
connotations. John Ruskin (2007:19) criticized the “lower picturesque ideal” as “…eminently a
heartless one; the lover of it seems to go forth into the world in a temper as merciless as its rocks. All
other men feel some regret at the sight of disorder and ruin.” There is indeed perhaps something lurid
and cold in deriving pleasurable feelings from ruins, but exactly why is this? In the passage about the
heartless aesthete, there is a sense that there is a lack of sympathy in deriving pleasure from apparent
human misery and suffering in fallen cottages, deserted villages, blasted heaths, and mouldering
castles (Macarthur 1997; Ruskin 2007:19). While Ruskin condemned the moral distance (see
Macarthur 1997), there is an interesting contrast to the world of heritage, which in many ways quite
often is a celebration of fragmentary and ruinous assemblages of things. It can also be noted that
ruining sites are not always a product of human misery; in some cases, they may represent the end of
something evil and/or the beginning of a far better life elsewhere. Ruskin criticized the idea that the
picturesque is rooted in an allure of “universal decay” by arguing that there are decaying things people
do not like to illustrate, like dead flowers and rotting fruit (Ruskin 1849:156). Similarly, Friedrich
Nietzsche (1980:21) criticized the persistent “antiquarian” focus on preservation and the antiquarian
enveloping “himself in an odour of decay” at the expense of a progressive understanding of how to
generate new life (cf. Labuhn 2016). These conceptualizations of the picturesque demonstrate a
tension between persistence and the apparently fragmentary and rudimentary character of the vestiges
in question. Instead of seeing the fate of things as an inevitable and ecological trajectory, it can also be
seen as an aftereffect and afterlife of moral agencies. Thus, an appreciation and even interest in the
“picturesque” can be regarded as heartless, because it overlooks its symbolic and causal connections
and instead focuses on things as they appear (see article A).
How do we relate to the apparent tensions between the picturesque and social critique in a more
modern context? Critique has been mounted towards seemingly aesthetic photographic representations
of ruins by some contemporary archaeologists, labelling it as “ruin porn” amongst other terms (see
Clemens 2011; Mullins 2012, 2014; Ryzewski 2014; McAtackney and Ryzewski 2017). Modern ruins
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or rather ruins in general, have largely been viewed as alluring things, and thus attractive for both
paintings and photography. Today, factories and other post-industrial landscapes have been at the
forefront of an intensification of this depictive practice (Pétursdóttir and Olsen 2014b:14). But, how
does this critique apply when imaging an environment such as Retiro? A nature “in ruin” confronts the
anthropocentric framework behind the critique of “ruin porn” and other forms of academic
delinquency such as indulgence in “ruin lust” (see Dillon 2014; Whitehouse 2018). The “ruin porn”
term has an implicit industrial and not least urban connotation, which overlooks the material diversity
of ruins that inhabit and exhibit different and perhaps more non-urban materialities (see article E;
Pétursdóttir and Olsen 2014c:48). Retiro demonstrates how ruination extends far beyond exclusively
human machinations. Thus, it is necessary to extend the idea of ruination to include more than
humanly induced causes and effects in research on material heritage. This also extends to reinterpret
the picturesque tradition as an aspiration to care for and approach “natural wilderness”, in contrast to
the dominant understandings which only saw its corrupting influence of fake ruins, rustic hovels, and
“decaying forms” (Brook 2008:117-118). In some ways, the picturesque can be an alternative way to
explore our relationship to nature (ibid.118), or even further, the interplay between non-humans and
the feral afterlife of anthropogenic things, which also include living things. The documentation of
ruination is thus an essential element in order to record and explore the contemporary environment,
especially in an age of accelerated material change and exchange. The picturesque “mutilation” of the
environment through both anthropogenic and non-anthropogenic affects, is perhaps an inadvertent
marker of the current “Age of Destruction” (cf. González-Ruibal 2018).
Retiro is accordingly a challenge to preconceptions of how a picturesque aesthetic operates,
especially with regards to plants. The cluster of undergrowth and trees can easily restrain a camera
lacking a wide enough lens. Even the brutal contrast between the darkness of shadows and the stray
rays of light can challenge the technique of experienced photographers. The non-human geometry and
bewildering chaos of the organic, challenges the common image of the Anthropocene as consisting of
bleak and dying landscapes covered in plastic and other synthetic things (see article E). Despite
ecological and climatic turmoil, organisms will always exploit new openings and substrates, whether
anthropogenic or not. Retiro’s feral character (see article E) thus rarely conforms to modern
expectations of availability and adaptability; it displays a “savage” character at odds with the humanly
useful (cf. Olsen 2012d). The physical dimensions of ruination and decay demonstrate that the
“heartlessness” of the picturesque is not always located in the eye of a privileged human spectator, but
it is an emergent quality of the things that lacks a heart to lose.
Being surrounded by an air of decay and mould might for Nietzsche and other philosophers
describe an undesirable situation. Nevertheless, the smell of rot can also be seen as an inherent
condition of being a part of a world that is inevitably rooted in an excess of things, and thus constantly
decaying and persisting past (see article A). The material latency of the world does not, in most
instances, need the caring hands of an antiquarian to survive and accumulate – which is something
archaeology depends on, as in the accidental accumulation of anthropogenic detritus and ruins. The
success and attractiveness of picturesque motives in our contemporary era, through for example
cosmopolitan activities such as urban explorations (Gibas 2010; Garrett 2013), demonstrates that the
afterlife of anthropogenic materials possesses an allure and a bewildering range of characteristics that
eclipse any attempt at easily fixing it in a term. The picturesque is arguably one of the concepts that
guide conventional archaeological photography, not least since it is often used to supply ambience in
archaeological books and other mediums (Shanks 1997:76-77). Picturesque aesthetics do so by being
inclusive and alluding to the excess in things, not least because it emphasises things such as weather
and the “wild” afterlife of things that are omitted in idealized illustrations and drawings (ibid.; Pearson
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and Shanks 2001:141-142). Archaeologists are well versed in documenting the afterlife of things,
which contrary to Ruskin’s argument against the preferred picturesque illustrations of decay,
rigorously involves all kinds of dereliction, fragmentation, and putrefaction. The “roughness” in
Gilpin’s idea of the picturesque, can thus be seen as an allusion to non-human excess by highlighting
the presences of “broken” and “rudimentary” things. Archaeology has a close relationship with things
that afford picturesque motives because of their fragmentary and vestigial nature. In the same vein,
social realism and documentary photography began as a form of picturesque illustration of the
industrial landscapes in England during the 19th century (Kemp and Rheuban 1990:120-121). Here
too the things depicted in the photographs, despite their apparently superficially picturesque
appearance, mediated a factual landscape that otherwise would have been overlooked. Thus, as Kemp
and Rheuban argue, the appearance of things and “[a]esthetic experiences cannot and should not be
excluded from an encounter with poverty …” (ibid.133); it should rather tie into an awareness and
perception of the condition that the things are in.

Figure 35 An abandoned campsite discovered during my first visit to Retiro. The mouldering tent and the
immediate surroundings contained various everyday things: clothes, shoes, pots, pans, toys, DVD’s, and baby
carriages. 25.09.2011, 13:38.
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Figure 36 Ambience: landscape gardens are architectural “machines” built to produce distinctive atmospheres.
The architecture of Retiro has today taken on its own life and offers visitors unregulated and indiscriminate
atmospheres. 13.02.2016, 15:50.
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Figure 37 A sudden deluge immediately changes both the perceptible and physical qualities of things. It
recomposes the landscape and brings forth new things such as smells, spores, colours etc. 23.05.2015, 12:38.
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3 The nature of things
As in the past, vegetation is the main feature of Retiro. While the vacated villa and gardener’s
residence stand out as eye-catching examples of the Swiss chalet architectural style, it is the untamed
flora that dominates the landscape. Retiro was originally designed to serve human wishes and needs,
but to do so also had to cater to the needs of non-humans; not least because horticulture is all about
caring for plants. For example, an artificially heated greenhouse was used in the winter to help exotic
plants survive. Today, Retiro has developed characteristics that can be seen as uninviting and
uncanny from a human perspective such as: impassable silver fir thickets, soggy carpets of peat moss,
and the muggy darkness of a mouldy basement, that at the same time are desirable for non-humans
such as purple jellydisc fungus (Ascocoryne sarcoides), white wood-rush (Luzula luzuloides), and
badgers. The anthropogenic ascendancy in Retiro is slowly losing grip and, from our point of view,
becomes increasingly vestigial; the nature of the place mutates and take advantage of surfaces and
detritus left behind without any apparent plan or care.
One of the common and “romantic” ruin tropes is that ruins illustrate how nature “reclaim”
things (see article B). However, is Retiro an example a site that is reconquered by nature, or does it
reveal something else? Certainly, non-humans have moved in and taken advantage of the things that
people have left to their own devices. For example, barn swallows (Hirundo rustica) nests each year
in the empty attic of the gardener’s residence and mark their seasonal passage with a growing carpet
of guano on the wooden floorboards. Is Retiro really in the process of being reconquered by a nonanthropogenic and pristine “nature”? One observation that refutes this, is how resist being converted
to a pre-anthropogenic substance. Instead, they become integrated into the life and being of other
non-humans (see article D), as seen with the attic.
The relationship between the anthropogenic and the non-anthropogenic of course work both
ways. Fungi are an illustrative example of how non-human and “natural” things constitute Retiro
today and were fundamental in the creation and ecological maintenance of the garden, even when it
was tended to by a gardener. By recycling and transforming living and dead matter, and forming
symbiotic relationships with other species and things, fungi become interweaved and mixed together
with anthropogenic things (see article D). The chanterelle (Cantharellus cibarius) is a mycorrhizal
fungus, meaning it is reliant on a symbiotic relationship with a host plant. One of the host plants that
are common in Retiro is the Norwegian Spruce (Picea abies) (Danell 1994). Evidently, the chanterelle
was not intentionally planted there by any human being, but was instead attracted to the ecological
niche Retiro offered. As succinctly said by Anna Lowenhaupt Tsing: “No ‘one’ fungal body lives selfcontained, removed from indeterminate encounters. The fungal body emerges in historical mergings –
with trees, with other living and non-living things, and with itself in other forms” (Tsing 2015:238).
This could also be said about Retiro, which is the result of a collaborative work of human and nonhuman things. The chanterelle is just one of the countless things that make up Retiro. Despite this
apparent triviality, it offers one way to describe the interrelationships that make Retiro what it is
today.
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Figure 38 A barn swallow flying out of an opening to the loft in the gardener’s residence. The opening was
originally used to access the farm bell. A mesh once covered the opening, but it was probably recently removed
by the same persons that have stolen the old bell; which has inadvertently opened the loft for swallows and other
organisms. 31.07.2017, 13:33.

Figure 39 Chanterelles. 02.08.2017, 09:53.
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While investigating Retiro it became apparent it was necessary to grapple with what is conceived as
“the natural” as a way to understand the derelict afterlife of the landscape garden. The landscape of
Retiro is a dense mix of the planted and wild, planned and overgrown; saturated with non-human
agencies and presences – from badgers, woodpeckers, birch trees and chanterelles, to gravel paths,
plastic bags, beer cans and rusted iron water pipes. Thus, to acknowledge only human actions,
intentions, and consequences – or to ascribe these a primary position – would not do justice to the way
Retiro currently exists. Christian Johansen has an overwhelming presence in the historical accounts of
Retiro, as the mind and monetary body behind this wondrous summer retreat. His historical agency,
thus, is difficult to ignore and it, therefore, takes an effort to also acknowledge the wealth of things
that constitute the present landscape. Doing so, however, is not aimed to reduce the importance of his
impact but rather to explore the multitudes of processes that exist in conjunction with the creative and
imaginative power of the people that formed and still form Retiro.
Much has been written on the relationship between nature and culture during the last few
decades (e.g. King 1989; Latour 1993; Descola and Pálsson 1996; Haila 2000; Barad 2007; Descola
2013; Kohn 2013; Fredengren 2015; Debaise 2017), and not least how this dichotomy is underpinned
by a bifurcation of the universe between human and non-human realms (Whitehead 2015). Philippe
Descola predicted that the relationship between humans and nature is perhaps one of the most
important questions of the century (2013:81), while Timothy Morton (2007) has argued that we must
totally abandon the concept of nature to close the conceptual gap that exists between humans and the
environment. There are, however, scholars such as Alfred Hornborg (2006) that defend the distinction
between nature and culture to keep these realms analytical apart, in order to unravel and demystify
things like human technology.
One solution to bridge the chasm between humans and nature is to argue for an ontological
flattening (see Bryant 2011), where humans are given the same ontological position as any other thing,
and thus eliminating human exceptionalism (Bogost 2012:11-19). This does not mean that humans are
the same as plastic spoons and badgers, but instead recognizing that they all equally exist while
expressing different relationships and unique characteristics (Kohn 2013:7). Accordingly, artificial
things such as concrete, wooden villas, and polypropylene road stakes could not come to exists
without humans (see Jørgensen 2018:228), but despite being human creations, they have their own
lives and qualities that are different from us humans. Thus, one way to describe Retiro obliquely is to
follow a flattened ontology that does not sort the environment by the nature/culture dichotomy. This
can, for example, draw attention to how the afterlife of anthropogenic things affect and interact with
other non-humans, which in turn can shape how humans interact and are affected by these things (see
article D). For example, this gives more nuance to the natural formation processes described by
Schiffer (1996), such as floralturbation or accretion, i.e. how plants and accumulating things shape the
archaeological record. In a “flattened” and contemporary perspective, these processes and their
transformative and sometimes preservative effects (see article B and D), are relevant for how things
persist in their afterlife, and not only biases and distortions to overcome in order to properly
understand the past.
Accordingly, we cannot leave the things that are normally sorted under “nature” to the natural
sciences alone (cf. Harman 2016a), despite their invaluable knowledge about the universe. For
example, a bryologist could give many universally valid descriptions of how a species of moss grow
inside a discarded glass bottle amongst the leaf litter in Retiro, but its specificity and locality, as
described in article B, would generally be insignificant and too banal in a natural scientific
epistemology. However, for a contemporary archaeology that does not limit itself to a historical
understanding where the true nature of the flask lies in the past, the moss-bottle thing is an interesting
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emergent “sym-biotic-artefact”. Such hybrid and contingent things may be regarded as trivial,
arbitrary, and banal, but ignoring them would also discount how they constitute and shape the
contemporary environment and future material trajectories.

Figure 40 A stone wall that supports one of the terraces in Retiro. Apart from the raised paths and drainage
channels, these stone walls are some of the more visible architectural structures. The wall has become a
substrate for animals and plants. Despite the lack of upkeep and intrusive tree roots, the walls have impressively
kept together well and are a testament to the understanding of the material by the mason that put them together.
16.10.2018, 11:48.
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Figure 41 Moss growing inside a glass liquor bottle. The bottle has accidentally created a microenvironment that
works like a terrarium. 31.05.2018, 12:17.

3.1 Disturbingly non-human
In reaction to the first article in the project (article A), a fellow archaeologist criticized the “ruin
archaeology” upheld. According to this colleague, my work was clinging to a bandwagon of faded
sentimentalism for decay conspicuous in recent years. In addition, one of the peer reviewers of article
B raised a similar concern regarding the already “well-trodden paths” of “post-human ruins”, and that
the choice of case study involved the privileged position of eliminating human voices. Both
commentators, thus, had problems with the subject matter of ruins and dereliction, and both alluded to
an assumption of a topic that is “over-researched” and, thus, completed. While taking many of the
issues raised seriously, I wonder what would happen if the same critique was mounted against other
research areas and periods? Are there no repetitions, retellings, or derivatives in, for example,
Scandinavian Iron Age archaeology? Is Mesolithic archaeology always novel and refreshing? Or, does
anyone claim that, despite thousands of previous investigations, there is nothing more to be gained
from investigating Mesolithic campsites? One implication is that more recent material cultures are in
some sense already familiar, easily extinguishable and shallow, especially the alluring and seductive
ruins – and thus “limited”. There may however be other implications behind this as well. To have a
“thing-centric” perspective has even been argued to be a “slippery slope” towards marginalizing,
dehumanizing and objectifying people, which can open a “philosophical door” to slavery, annihilation
of groups of people, and glorification of war (Pollock et al. 2014:156-157). A question that has
bothered me after being accused of “elimination of human voices in a study of the living present” is: if
someone put these imagined human voices at the forefront of their research, would non-humans then
continue to be conceived of as insignificant servants waiting in the wings? One may moreover
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speculate, whether this relegation, especially in the humanities and social sciences, in some ways have
contributed to today’s dire environmental situation. The reluctance to accept investigations of ruins
and remnants that do not focus solely on negative human consequences, demonstrate how non-humans
are sorted out and are made invisible in certain investigations of contemporary environments.
By calling the focus on plants in article B article “privileged”, the reviewer might have
implied that it was so because it did not implement a comprehensive multivocal approach that
included the opinions of local people. However, such an understanding hinges on an idea that it is only
through humans we can see and describe the world that concerns humans. What are we left with, to
echo the peer review, and what can we learn from studying a site in the absence of human voices? The
natural sciences have done that since its inceptions and thus brought a whole universe into our view.
Of course, by not focusing on human “voices” they are conclusively not represented. However, this
does not mean that to focus on non-human things is inherently an act of silencing because any
description and conclusion will inevitably omit something. Focusing on, for example, the formative
non-human relationship between tree-roots and the remaining brim of a pond, as described in article B,
produces a different and unique kind of knowledge compared to the equally real and unique opinions
and feelings voiced by humans describing their thoughts on to the trees and the derelict pond. Every
empirical representation is in a sense a paraphrase of the presented object (Harman 2013:61), which
always leaves something unsaid, but it is this imperfection that produces specific and thus nuanced
knowledge.
According to González-Ruibal (2018:6, 2019), post-anthropocentric positions run the risk of
ignoring important factors such as gender and ideology when dealing with the modern world. If we
have an ethical responsibility to expose human perpetrators and exploiters in history and within
contemporary societies, what room is there left for the non-humans that are apparently judged a priori
as “less important”? In a contemporary era dominated by destruction and power asymmetries, not that
it is underexposed in academic literature despite the “forgetting” of the extreme right (cf. GonzálezRuibal 2018:8), it can nevertheless be interesting to investigate the non-human environment that
occupies a more diffuse place in the weight scale of power. While we live in a landscape dominated by
a very real and concrete supermodernity (González-Ruibal 2018, 2019), looking at things that are
excluded or suppressed under this regime can allude to a different world beyond its limitations
(Cipolla 2018:64-65).
To wonder about things other than us can be important because they are also affected by
exploitation and the privileged actions of humans and non-humans. Why is this important to know
about? For one it reflects our multifaceted presence in a concrete reality we share and experience with
other things; this should fit into a humanistic and social perspective on the contemporary world. In can
be argued that a “post-human” perspective is not an approach of exclusion, but rather of inclusion,
contingencies, and multiplicity (i.e. Barad 2003; Bogost 2012:16-17; Fredengren 2013, 2015;
Sundberg 2014:42; Haraway 2016). It can also be understood as a reaction or even a product of the
current environment and physical conditions, not just something that was summoned from the cold
vacuum of disembodied theory (Pétursdóttir 2018:207). Thus, it is a slippery slope fallacy to assert
that a curiosity for non-humans inevitably will downplay, overlook, or make the relationships between
human actors less important. Perhaps one should not leave the domain of “nature” to the natural
sciences alone (cf. Harman 2016a:36), but rather make distinct contributions, additions to descriptions
and representations of contemporary environments. Enhancing the presence of non-humans, both
living and not, that are in many ways overshadowed by human-centred concerns.
Post-human ruins are an inevitable part of contemporary environments that humans and nonhumans live in and around, and thus cannot be overlooked as they will always have something to say
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about the past as well as the present (see article A). Accordingly, humanities or the social sciences are
not confined to the human, but also extend to the hybrid world that humans share with non-humans.
Contemporary archaeology can describe and illuminate relationships between things such as plants
that fall beyond the scope of the natural sciences and other social sciences. An archaeological focus on
relationships between non-humans is not automatically a “slippery slope” forcing us to ignore the
human dimension of things such as gender and ideology as argued by González-Ruibal’s (2018,
2019). Instead, it can highlight the unforeseen material interactions and the dispersion of human
actions that exceed human plans and intentions. Although it is sometimes pertinent to put blame on
something or someone, it does not follow that we must ignore the afterlife and aftereffects of things to
do so – namely the unfolding future. While Johnsen’s embeddedness in a capitalist economy and
Western culture was fundamental in creating Retiro, it does neither account for nor explain the Retiro
we and other non-humans encounter today.
For example, article D worked through this principle, as it focuses on things that are
seemingly unrelated and insignificant for heritage research. Humanistic disciplines can in this instance
take inspiration from the natural sciences, where specific niche research and areas of study are
commonplace. It is perhaps possible to argue that there is no room for “blue-sky research”3 in
contemporary archaeology because of normative responsibilities, but that would instil a regime that
stifles creativity and unexpected results. Instead of relying on an ontological framework where
relevance is decided in advance, it is instead possible to rely on discovering the significance or
insignificance of things through empirical research. Some might argue that such a position is “blueeyed” and privileged, but a little bit of naiveté is perhaps needed to leave open an empirical space that
affords alternative directions and offers knowledge that is discovered instead of reproduced (cf. Olsen
2012c:99; Pétursdóttir 2014:345; Pétursdóttir and Olsen 2014a:22). As demonstrated in archaeological
investigations of modern garbage by William Rathje, there are always some aspects that people
overlook or miss in their everyday life (Rathje 1984; Rathje and Murphy 2001). Thus, to explain
human waste by only interviewing people would miss many details that are only accessible through
the garbage itself. Another example is to think of ecosystems in the same way; they are
mindbogglingly complex assemblages, and one could never explain it in totality through the
behaviour, physiology or even “understanding” of one organism that are a part of it. Thus, an
ecosystem can be understood as an emergent thing that cannot be explained by only one of its many
wildly different components (Green and Sadedin 2005).
Things, as argued, have independence from the environment and human expectations
surrounding it. As the artist and central figure in article C, Akasegawa Genpei (2015:117), pointed out,
even the most mundane things have “oblique” uses; like how a flagstaff can become a club and a soda
glass bottle a vital ingredient for putting together a Molotov cocktail. The hidden excess within things
allows for a creative and subversive thing power (Mould 2019). To be able to break out of something,
things must be more than their current relation with other things and people. Through different
experiences, we also have different potentials for descriptions, stakes, and discoveries. To access
Retiro, it is not prerequisite that one must mediate the site through some specific individuals or things.
It is important to note that this does not supersede ethical or moral concerns, especially when
considering other stakeholders, both human and non-human. The project was founded on the afterlife
of things in Retiro, consequently, there are fewer human voices, both contemporary and historical, in
the resulting research. However, it does not follow that they are less important or relevant in accessing
3

Fundamental and flexible research that does not have any immediate “applications” or clear goals; i.e.
research for curiosities sake (Linden 2008).
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Retiro’s contemporary landscape, only that they can provide a different but not necessarily
contradictory representations.
There was one human voice that the referee on article B overlooked, namely the inherent
human presence in the text, namely my voice. This may just be an accidental oversight; however, the
omittances may also have been caused on the ground that the voice of the “expert” is less human in
one way than “other” people. This partly relates to the opinion that there is a multivocal ethical
imperative to include stakeholders into any archaeological interpretation (cf. Webmoor 2007:568-569;
González-Ruibal, González and Criado-Boado 2018). The idea of experts operating in the field of
heritage and heritage research has recently become topic of discussion (see Hølleland and Skrede
2018), which has produced statements such as “we are all heritage experts” (Schofield 2014). I agree
that heritage is something that everyone and everything can partake in, wilfully, inadvertently, or
unconsciously. Heritage is often not really a choice, but rather at consequence that one relates to in
one way or another. Thus, heritage is not dependent on human experts to exist, but it does not mean
that they cannot discover interesting things. In the end, rather than just striving to flatter and
collaborate on existing opinions and concepts, academics have an important role to produce
knowledge that can in some instances be provocative and in conflict with the opinions of other
stakeholders (see González-Ruibal, González and Criado-Boado 2018). The privilege of doing
research, however, should not be translated to a form an overarching authority that supplants every
other perspective, professional or non-professional. Rather, to explore both human and non-human
nuances in the environment can expand and enrich our understanding and experience of the world we
co-inhabit.

Figure 42 From video recorder to the archaeological record; interesting enough, Retiro contains a large number of
consumer electronics. The overflowing excess of obsolescence. 31.05.2018, 10:26.
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Figure 43 Tree lungwort lichen (Lobaria pulmonaria) growing on an old goat willow (Salix caprea) in Retiro. The
lungwort lichen can be used as an indicator species for the health of the local environment because of its
sensitivity to acid rain and air pollution (Gilbert 1986). 19.10.2018, 10:27.
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3.2 Natures
As pointed out in the articles (A, B, and E), Retiro is locally referred to as the “Retiro park”, but more
recently the local newspapers, amongst others, have begun to name it “the Retiro forest” (Holsbøvåg
2010:47). Perhaps this is done with a bit of tongue-in-cheek humour, pointing at cultural heritage
management authorities and municipality planners and their seeming lack of action. Simultaneously, it
is viable to ask: when does or did Retiro transform from garden to forest? Is there a special threshold,
or is it just meaningless pigeonholing? The interesting question here is the polarization between
natural and anthropogenic things, or said in another way, between “wilderness” and “civilization”.
This polarity goes beyond the question of “moral faculties” well known from Western colonial
thought, exemplified by the Victorian era dichotomy of the savage and the civilized (i.e. Lubbock
1865; Morgan 1877; cf. Brown 2012).
Different perceptions of nature and its interrelationship and contrast to “civilisation” have a
deep history in Western culture (Glacken 1967). In Norwegian medieval sources like the Historia
Norvegiæ, the indigenous Sámi people are in Latin referred to as “homines silvestris” that can be
either translated as “wild” or “forest” people (Hansen and Olsen 2004:80-82). The Norse word
skóggangr, or in English, “to walk the forest”, was used in the context of outlawed people (Heggstad,
Hødnebø and Simensen 2012:558). Here the wild/forest is the domain of the “other” and in some
sense different. In one instance, the “progress of civilisation” has been directly coupled with
deforestation, and the “decline of civilization” with reforestation (e.g. Zon 1920). Robert Pogue
Harrison (1992:1-3) writes that the founding legend of the city of Rome has a sylvan origin, from the
deep woodlands under oaken boughs amongst wild game. The Roman politician and philosopher
Marcus Tullius Cicero wrote in his dialogue De natura deorum (English: On the Nature of the Gods)
that in conjunction with nature there exist a “second nature” (Latin: alteram naturam) (Brooks 1896:
153). The landscape historian John Dixon Hunt thinks Cicero implies that this second nature consists
of bridges, roads and things introduced into the physical world by humans to serve them, as opposed
to the primal nature we today call the wilderness (Hunt 1992:3). The philosopher and poet Titus
Lucretius Carus, a contemporary of Cicero, also posited the concept of the “third nature” (Latin: tetria
natura) in his poem De rerum natura (English: On the Nature of Things) (Lucretius 1978:29),
attributing it as a concept of “… something which cannot exist” (Beck 2002:328-329). Lucretius, from
the standpoint of an Epicurean philosopher, thought that nature only consisted of two things, namely
substance (material) and the space (void) things move about (Lucretius 1978:28–29). Nature, as in
Natura, is both in Italian and Latin used to refer to the innate qualities in both people and things or the
constitution of the world (i.e. ontology), however in Latin this distinction is not always evident (Beck
2002:328). So, nature is used to point to essential properties and existential parts that make and
differentiate things, and not used to refer exclusively to an ontological distinction between the human
and the non-human. One can say this concept of nature also exist in some form in the English and
Norwegian language, as the idiom “it is in the nature of things … that for example glass will shatter”,
alludes to essential properties in things.
Later in the Renaissance, the idea of a “third nature” (Italian: terza natura) reappeared as a
concept referring to a “… characterization of the interaction between art and nature in horticulture”
(Beck 2002:326–327). Third natures, such as gardens, can only be created through the interaction
between people and “nature”, i.e. non-humans (ibid.329). In recent times, yet another level of nature
has been theorized and defined, namely a “fourth nature” that develops after a careful relationship
between nature and humans (see Kowarik 2005, 2013). This is environments created through the
interactions between non-humans, such as abandoned manmade things, plants, and animals, and which
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thus does not rely on them being mediated by humans. Retiro’s things, such as the statues, ponds,
litter, or gravel-paths, did not simply become inert when the gardener left. These things were in a
sense kept in check or temporarily “tamed” and fenced into an instrumental role – like the pruning of
trees, removal of weeds, and filling new gravel into potholes in the garden paths. After this phase of
domesticated order, countless visitors with indiscernible intentions and reasons, has left substantial
traces in Retiro’s wilderness. The presence and interactions of humans within Retiro today does not
suppress its feral nature (see article E), but instead are very much a part of it and sometimes
inadvertently perpetuate it.
In Retiro, illicitly dumped garden refuse is an example of this “perpetuation”. Garden refuse
often contain living plant matter, such as rhizomes, seeds, spores, stolons, etc., that can continue to
grow where it is dumped. The dead organic matter, such as clippings, can function as a ready-made
bed of fertilizers for these plants and other organisms such as fungi. Beyond its potential negative
ecological effects (cf. Rusterholz, Wirz and Baur 2012), garden waste can be the beginning of
something new, or a dead end for organisms that are unable to reproduce and survive in a foreign
environment without the help of humans. Researchers working on “novel” ecologies have pointed out
that places that historically have been regarded as quintessential examples of non-human wilderness
exhibit signs of previous human activity (e.g. Glacken 1967) (Standish et al. 2013:306). In the end,
there might be no untouched or pristine wilderness left on earth. Even the historically uninhabited
continent of Antarctica exhibits environmental impacts of human activity deep in its glacial depths
(McConnell et al. 2015), and cores from Greenland show that the imprint of human activates stretches
as far back as the Roman and Greek civilisations (Hong et al. 1994). Retiro does not need help to
remind us that it exists, as it is very capable to do so itself, not least because of its savage “nature” (cf.
Olsen 2012d). Retiro is neither passive nor inactive, because it has in several ways affected its
immediate surroundings and beyond. There is nothing inherently “good” or “bad” about nature; for
example, claiming that Retiro as a part of nature does not make its invasive plants or litter
automatically beyond critique.

Figure 44 An illicit garden waste dump. 31.05.2018, 08:15.
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Figure 45 Plants in the illicit dump: to the right in the picture, you can see the native, but not local, Eurasian
Solomon's seal (Polygonatum multiflorum). To the left, you see that the native pioneer species fireweed
(Chamaenerion angustifolium) has also started to colonize the nutritious refuse. 31.05.2018, 08:15.
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Figure 46 The non-native and invasive mountain bluet (Centaurea montana) were also present in the same dump.
31.05.2018, 08:15.
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3.3 Invasive heritage
On a plot of land just south of the villa, Johnsen established an ornamental flower garden at the same
time the rest of the summer estate was built. As with the villa, it was kept tidy for some time after the
surrounding landscape garden was left to its own devices. The maintenance was halted when the
remaining southern half of the property was sold by one of Johnsen’s descendants around the turn of
the millennium. It is much more noticeable that the flower garden is in the middle of a chaotic
ecological succession because it was more recently left to itself compared to the surrounding
landscape garden. Today, both native and non-native species are eking out a niche in the posthorticultural environment. My survey of non-native plants inhabiting Retiro, reveals that the flower
garden is a hot spot for non-native species. The survey spotted a range of plants that were observed
here and nowhere else on the property, such as Catawba rhododendron (Rhododendron catawbiense),
spindle (Euonymus europaeus), wall spray (Cotoneaster horizontalis), beauty bush (Linnaea amabilis),
English dogwood (Philadelphus coronarius), Japanese meadowsweet (Spiraea japonica), twisted shell
flower, Sawara cypress (Chamaecyparis pisifera), lawson cypress (Chamaecyparis lawsoniana),
midland hawthorn (crataegus laevigata), Florida variegata (Weigela Florida), Maule's quince
(Chaenomeles japonica), and cypress spurge (Euphorbia cyparissias), to mention a few. While some
of these plants will thrive, most will succumb to competing species or die off because they are unable
to reproduce in the local environment.
The plants form an eclectic and partly ephemeral and self-aggregating collection of things that
have been gathered from all over the world to satisfy concepts and perceptions of beauty. The recent
biological survey of Retiro does not mention many of the species that can be found in the flower
garden when summarising invasive and foreign species (cf. Gaarder and Vatne 2013:8-9). One might
speculate that they left the flower garden alone because it was too recently abandoned, despite that the
plants are a distinct part of Retiro’s assemblage of relict organisms. Nevertheless, what is the flower
garden today? Is it a “floral ruin”, or is it perhaps a vestigial artefact, a rudimentary piece of hyperart
(see article C)? The garden is a landscape in-transition; it is in the middle of a juncture of becoming
something other than what it was, but not without retaining some of its past. What we see today, and
what its non-human constituents experience, is a kairotic rupture (see article B; Murchadha
2013:151). Things reveal some of their hidden excess, as unreleased prospects erupt into the
environment. The flower garden is apparently in a rift between two stages, namely, what it was and
what it might become. For example, some of the plants have been loyal to some of their anthropogenic
instructions, and thus stuck to their designated plot of soil, like the yew (Taxus baccata) and
rhododendron. However, this apparent immobility has not hindered the plants of growing out of
previously enforced topiary geometry, and thus taken part in rupturing the garden. But the aesthetical
geometry of cones and cylinders are still remembered in scars of pruned branches (see article B).
Contrary to the yew, the garden holly (Ilex aquifolium) has reproduced and spread outside its original
spot in the flower garden; today you can find holly saplings all over Retiro and beyond.
There are plants that are regarded as more nefarious than the holly, like the often-mentioned
Japanese knotweed (see article B and D). The knotweed in Retiro was planted and arranged
purposefully because of certain inviting aesthetical qualities – and it endures today because the
environment it was once forcefully transplanted into does not necessitate human care. It is not just a
symbol of the potential unruly nature of non-humans, it is also a heritage that has an impact on
biodiversity. The Japanese knotweed is globalized to such an extent that it can be regarded as a
cosmopolitan species. Thus, it is a local manifestation of a “hyperobject” (see Morton 2013), the
entanglement between human and non-human things as a part of the biosphere. It can be eradicated
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from some localities (see Jones et al. 2018), but we must make do with managing it – to live with the
knotweed (see article A). In an old catalogue from the middle of the 19th century by the Von Siebold
& Company of Leiden, the knotweed is said to have many “positive” properties, one of them being
“inextirpable” (Bailey and Conolly 2000:94). Knotweed is an example of heritage that people do not
want to protect and preserve, but instead to eradicate and remove. Accordingly, Retiro is an extended
part of the global Hyperobject of anthropogenically displaced and noxious organisms. While Retiro in
Norway is regarded as only a nationally and locally significant heritage site (Reite and Sandvik 2014;
Kulturminnesøk n.d.), it is nevertheless connected to a global and unruly legacy of anthropogenic
activates. Who knew that the pursuit of horticultural aesthetics could lead to global ecological threats?
This globally entangled character of Retiro is difficult to notice, or even experience, when walking
through its undergrowth. The knotweeds tiny, white flowers look beautiful, and honey bees love its
nectar (vanEngelsdorp and Meixner 2010:s91). In the end, things as heritage are intertwined with the
excess of its material capabilities. Knotweed is an example of invasive heritage, a heritage that does
not only maintain a past but can also rupture and contradict neat chronological conceptions of our
anthropogenic environments. The archaeological record thrives on surprises and kairotic ruptures; new
discoveries, or inadvertent encounters, that bring forth knowledge and things that can burst
preconceptions and tear into the material fabric of the world.

Figure 47 Creeping Jenny (Lysimachia nummularia), a plant that is defined as a high impact invasive non-native
species (Artsdatabanken 2018), taking advantage of the space left behind after a knotweed colony was
eradicated by herbicide. 31.07.2017, 10:26.
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3.4 Be-wilderment
Rewilding has in the recent years become a hot topic the community of environmental and nature
conservation (Sandom et al. 2013:431; Seddon et al. 2014; Lorimer and Driessen 2016:633). The
NGO Rewilding Europe defines rewilding as:
“… a progressive approach to conservation. It’s about letting nature take care of itself,
enabling natural processes to shape land and sea, repair damaged ecosystems and
restore degraded landscapes. Through rewilding, wildlife’s natural rhythms create
wilder, more biodiverse habitats.” (Rewilding Europe n.d.)
Rewilding is thus about restoring biodiversity that has been lost and damaged by anthropogenic
activities. It also emphasizes that it is important to let ecosystems become self-sustained with as little
human intervention as possible. Nevertheless, it is a process that often relies on human planning and
ecological engineering, like breeding programs and reintroducing species (Sandom et al. 2013), and
not least preventing future human activities. Accordingly, rewilding works towards imagined futures
and ideals, and is thus a process that is controlled by people. The concept has come to attention for
researchers working with heritage studies (see Breithoff and Harrison 2018; DeSilvey and Bartolini
2018) and other social scientist and humanity scholars with an interest in the environment (see
Jørgensen 2015; Lorimer et al. 2015). Wilderness is, of course, a contested term (see Cronon 1995;
Nelson and Callicott 2008), as it often denotes something “pre-human”, a natural realm devoid of
people. Discussions of wilderness reveal a tension between non-human autonomy (Prior and Ward
2016) and the inclusion of the human in the natural (Jørgensen 2015). Indeed, there is a need to
differentiate things, because there is quite the difference between a human being and a fir tree; but that
does not mean that we must separate humans, and humans only, from everything else, without also
separating everything else into their own unique categories. Logically, human exceptionalism also
necessitates silver fir exceptionalism, or plastic bag exceptionalism, chanterelle exceptionalism, etc.
Accordingly, wilderness is a term that encourages us to think about the autonomy and difference in
things.
For archaeologists, the word rewilding can stir up certain connotations. The archaeological
record contains many traces of previously inhabited landscapes and sites where the “wilderness” has
moved in, for instance, the abandoned Norse settlements on Greenland. Parts of the rewilding process
of an abandoned Norse farmhouse have been reconstructed by fossil insect evidence, which for
example reveal that the collapse of the roof created pools of water and a new habitat that attracted
certain species of insects (Panagiotakopulu, Skidmore, and Buckland 2007). However, this rewildering was not foreseen or intentionally engineered. In most cases, archaeology work with sites
that have one or more times been abandoned, and thus have been affected by unguided processes of
re-wilding. While “Pompeii” like archaeological contexts have been seen as an ideal situation where
things are preserved (for critical discussions, see Binford 1981; Schiffer 1985), the nature of the
archaeological record is characterized by non-human processes and things that shape, mix and
transform things and depositions.
What happens now at Retiro is perhaps more akin to a “be-wildering” rather than a re-wilding
because it does not involve any planned ecological engineering. The emerging wilderness in Retiro is
neither a purely natural nor an anthropogenic product; instead, it is a haphazard mixture of human and
non-human legacies. It is unguided but still follows the logic embedded in the material environment.
The re-occupation and survival of organisms have not been directly planned, foreseen, nor directed by
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people; it is an example of a “feral” heritage as discussed in article E. The wilderness never left Retiro,
but was previously kept at bay by the hands of gardeners and other workers that held the weeds away.
Instead of relying on the prefix “re”-wilding, which implicitly refers to a retroactive process of
restoring something that once was, the prefix “be”-wilderment might instead insinuate a becoming that
does not overlook a forward momentum, and thus implicates both development and persistence.
“Bewildering” might sound like yet another academic buzzword, but it can be helpful to
conceptualise and visualise the aftermath of an anthropogenic environment and its emergent excess.
We know things will never really return to a presumed pristine environment that existed before the
coming of the destructive excesses of “supermodernity” (Augé 1995:29, 40; González-Ruibal 2008,
2019) – an impossible return to Eden (cf. Jordan III and Lubick 2011:29-35). Archaeological research
has repeatedly shown how the landscapes we think of as pristine and untouched, often are products of
ecologies that include humans (Hayashida 2005; Brown et al. 2018). Mixed nature-cultures and
“recombinant” ecologies are not exclusively nor primarily an urban phenomenon as argued in article
E, but can in many regards include any environment on the globe or even in outer space (cf. Hinchliffe
et al. 2005; Jorgensen and Keenan 2011; DeSilvey and Edensor 2013:476-477; Rotherham 2017:24).
Nevertheless, it is important to emphasise that this should not be used as arguments to excuse and
justify practices that are harmful to both humans and the environment they are a part of. Bewildering
can be used to highlight and illustrate a materializing sense of uncertainty, without confusing the
return of non-human diversity with a return of a pristine nature. To be able to achieve this it is
important to recognize that bewilderment is not planned and driven by human intentions and concerns,
and instead depends on the interplay between non-humans, both anthropogenic and not; the future is
and has always been more than human. Where and how the growth of organisms and the drift of nonliving things are in most instances not under explicit human control. For example, the knotweed in
Retiro was never intended to exist independently from humans, but today they demonstrate that they
very much can. This is also true for the villa and gardener’s residence, as they were never built with
the idea that they one day would have an afterlife characterized by the absence of human upkeep.
There are unprecedented things in the world, especially today: sciences and other human
endeavours assemble and synthesize never before seen things, which inevitably will stray from their
intended utility and form unexpected relationships and combinations with things already out there.
Accordingly, this leads to the emergence of unique ecologies that have “no precedent in prior natural
history” (Robbins 2001:655-656). Every time humans act, and for that matter live, we participate in
the “agnostic composition of a world”, because we are always interacting with the other, “… wild
objects that capable of acting back in strange, sometimes threatening ways” (Rivers 2015:437-438).
Retiro has been described as a site where one can study the dispersion of non-native plants (Jordal and
Gaarder 1995:62), but it is also a laboratory of the afterlife of anthropogenic things. Thus, in its nature,
material heritage is a kind of experiment. We may discuss the instrumentality of heritage as an anchor
of social identity, economic profit, experiences, emotions, and archives of knowledge, but it is always
more than it seems. Things are excessive. As argued for at the start of the chapter, archaeologists are
well equipped with methods, theories, and knowledge to engage and research this materializing
process of bewilderment. As much as material heritage can be argued to be an anchor to the past in a
changing world, it is just as much part of the process that throws the world into the future.
Consequently, by directing an archaeological gaze at the present past, we can observe the future in
action. Archaeology is not only an autopsy; instead of just being a post-mortem examination, it can
engage with an environment that is very much alive.
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Figure 48 A tangled “mess” of anthropogenic artefacts and plants, such as the non-native European spindle
(Euonymus europaeus), illustrating a lively afterlife; to live also means to have an impact on the environment.
Accordingly, heritage is the bewildering consequence of life (see article B). 18.10.2015, 10:41.
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4 The future in Retiro
The alarmed calls of a great spotted woodpecker (Dendrocopos major) break through the dry air
surrounding the “Atlantic Ocean” pond. The early summer of 2018 has been especially warm and dry.
Detritus on the forest floor snap and rustle underneath my boots, while the arid air is rich with the
smell of wilting vegetation. The calls of the woodpecker echo amongst the branchless lower trunks of
the silver firs that grow along the brim of the pond. The pond is a curious place; it was the centre of
attention in the old glory days of Retiro and it still holds its allure. As I moved over the dry basin and
onto the southernmost islet, I discovered the reasons for the distressed calls. In the shadow of a large
birch snag in the centre of the artificial islet, the corpse of her mate lies in a heap of loose feathers.
On the southern brim, just across the strait, I spot another birch snag with a nesting-hole. From the
nest, I heard the begging-call of woodpecker nestlings. Judged by its state of decay, the dead bird is
no more than a day old. Interestingly, the body is mostly intact, but show damage around the neck and
tail. Perhaps he was predated by a raptor of some kind, but more likely, he was the victim of a
domestic cat. It is well documented that cats hunt and kill prey without necessarily eating them
afterwards (Biben 1979).

Figure 49 The body of a woodpecker. Identified as male by the red mark in the nape. 30.05.2018, 17:49.
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The unmanaged landscape is the reason Retiro today is an attractive habitat for woodpeckers.
Because of this, old, dying, and dead trees have mostly been left to their own demise. Snags, i.e.
standing dead trees (see article E), attracts woodpeckers because they provide a habitat for prey and
are excellent for making cavity-nests. Also, the great spotted woodpecker uses snags and exposed
areas of dead wood on standing trees as “anvils” to hammer pine cones and other hard food items
(see Kȩdra and Mazgajski 2001). In parks that are frequently trafficked by people and actively
managed, dead trees are often removed because they are regarded as safety hazards and aesthetically
undesirable (Tyrväinen, Silvennoinen, and Kolehmainen 2003; Morrison and Chapman 2006:253254). Some of the birches in Retiro probably became snags because they were outcompeted by other
tree species, like conifers, in a battle for sunlight (cf. Mason 2006). The activity of woodpeckers, such
as pecking insects out of dead wood and making nests in tree cavities, leaves an affective ecological
legacy; for example, tree cavities help with biodiversity by offering habitat for organisms that rely on
such cavities but lack the ability to create them (e.g. Cockle, Martin, and Wesołowski 2011). While all
this might seem “natural”, they are nevertheless embedded in a landscape that is inherently part of
anthropogenic legacies. Like the aggressive spread of silver firs, planted in Retiro by people, which
have killed off birches that accordingly become ecologically significant snags.
Retiro regularly reverberates with bird song blended with the distant drone of traffic and the
occasional roar of a plane taking off from the nearby airport. As ephemeral sound can be, it is
nevertheless repeated with the rhythms that run through the landscape, like the toll of a bell marking
yet another burial in the neighbouring cemetery. A quick search on the public “Species Observations
System” website, hosted by the Norwegian Biodiversity Information Centre, reveals about two
hundred unverified ornithological observations in Retiro (Artsobservasjoner n.d.). These observations
include several vulnerable bird species, like the Eurasian collared dove (Streptopelia decaocto),
northern goshawk (Accipiter gentilis), common starling (Sturnus vulgaris), and the common gull
(Larus canus). While Retiro is a diverse habitat for a wide variety of organisms, it is not exceptional
enough to acquire status as a protected area (i.e. Gaarder and Vatne 2013). Accordingly, it is neither
“good enough” to be protected by natural nor cultural heritage under national conventions or
regulations. Nevertheless, despite the absence of legal protection, things continue their lives for now,
with a non-human disregard for human conventions.
In 1964 Lewis R. Binford introduced the term “ecofacts” that “… applied to all culturally
relevant non-artifactual data …” which could “… be broken down into many subclasses representing
different populations, such as pollen, soil, and animal bone…”(Binford 1964:432-433). The strict
separation between things made by humans and nature that the term implies, has been criticized for
being too dichotomous and overlooks how such “unmodified” things might have been “… selected by
people, transported to the archaeological site, modified by processing, redistribution, and ritual
practices, discarded, perhaps several times, and finally sank beneath the surface until excavated”
(Reitz and Shackley 2012:5). However, there is something compelling about the term ecofact; for
example, what if one “reversed” the analytical meaning of the term? That is, instead of seeing
ecofacts as natural things of archaeological relevance only when they can say something about human
activities, one can regard them as anthropogenic phenomena that can be informative about the nonhuman environment. This is an intended subversive way of approaching the environment that offers an
ecological perspective on the most unlikely things. For example, one can speculate that in the future,
sedimentary microplastics could operate similarly to pollen, with typological categories (cf. Nuelle et
al. 2014; Avio, Gorbi, and Regoli 2017:3) based on shape, origin, and polymer. From this
perspective, Retiro is not a site that can only inform us about anthropogenic legacies; it can also
inform us on the environment overall, both in the past, present and potentially in the future.
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Figure 50 A woodpecker “anvil” on an old spruce snag. 26.02.2017, 13:11.
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In recent years the idea of the “future” has become a topic of interest in heritage studies and
archaeology of the contemporary world alike, and it has been suggested that it has been largely taken
for granted in the heritage management sector (Holtorf and Högberg 2013; Högberg, Holtorf, May and
Wollentz 2017). The UK-based research project Heritage Futures is one example of heritage research
that explicitly focuses on the future (Harrison et al. 2016; Bartolini et al. 2018). The project focuses
on how heritage can be “… practices within a range of different domains which are dedicated to
conserving and perpetuating ideas, words, objects, places, species, persons and things into the future”
(Harrison et al. 2016:68). Thus, the “heritage futures” that this project focuses on are those
deliberately created through heritage initiatives and actions (cf. Harrison 2018a). This is described as
collaborative human action of “future-assembling practices” (Harrison 2016). These include
intentional human activities such as archiving, historical building preservation, rewilding efforts,
botanical gardens, safeguarding biodiversity, storing nuclear waste, and sending messages out into
space (Bartolini et al. 2018).
As a sort of counterweight to Heritage Futures is the Unruly Heritage project (see Olsen and
Pétursdóttir 2016; Unruly Heritage n.d.). This project emphasizes the literally unruly nature of the
things that we leave behind, or that have left us behind. Here, it is not how humans deliberately
construct heritage futures that are in focus, rather, it is the materiality and unpredictable character of
our material aftermath that are centre stage. In a sense, like Timothy Morton’s assertion that the “…
end of the world has already occurred” (2013:7), one can already say that much of the heritage that
will be encountered in the future has and is happening and, moreover, that much of this accumulation
is happening beyond the measures of human stewardship. Living with a durable and present past also
means that we already have a foot in the future. While mostly emphasized as a retrospective
affordance, things’ duration and thus ability to make the past present, also means that they – and thus
all momentary presents – are directed ahead of themselves, always committed to the future and
unpredictable aftermaths. Moreover, this provides a timely cautionary tale, that the future does not
always stand for revolutions and pristine novelty.
Accordingly, a contemporary archaeology looking towards the future does not mean that it
ignores the past. González-Ruibal (2018, 2019) has recently emphasized that archaeologists working
in and with the contemporary era, must not forget the very human phenomena that define “our age”.
Indeed, it holds true that many of the things that make up Retiro are inherently tied to human
ambitions, processes, and actions. It is, of course, possible to trace these, such as the very origin of
Retiro itself being an outcome of the accumulation of wealth made possible by a capitalist economy,
or how the consumer society created by the same economy plays a crucial part in forming the
gathering of things that shape Retiro. What is just as significant as investigating the causes of all the
troubles we face today is what becomes of things. Taking things seriously and especially the nonhuman parts of heritage, can be the basis for “… new templates for imagining and designing
alternative heritage futures and the common worlds which might be articulated amongst them”
(Harrison 2018b:1379). Aftermaths are the basis of the future and new autonomous things. Even
though artificial things are results of human actions and intentions, they have a material excess that
can supersede any purpose we have projected on it. For example, who would ever have predicted that
the grave lanterns discussed in article D would be stolen, carried away and eaten by birds and
badgers?
While it is true that archaeology must in some way be about humans (Lucas 2012:260-265),
the aftermath of anthropogenic activities and things do not always conform to our expectations and
predictions. Things move along despite neoliberal economies and systemic inequalities. Documenting
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the unruly afterlife of things after they have been set free from human regimes, can in some ways be
subversive because it discloses previously hidden excess and how peculiar things can be. Contrary to
an argument that these consequences demonstrate that there are for example “no outside to capitalism”
(González-Ruibal 2019:190), one can instead argue that places such as Retiro testify that there is an
escape and an outside to anthropocentric systems such as capitalism – it would be a logical fallacy and
false equivalence to say that the outcome is the same as its cause. Just as archaeologists can discover
that the world can be configured in different ways by studying the remote past (Pacifico 2019:283284), contemporary archaeology can demonstrate that the current and future world is configuring
differently compared to predictions, ideologies, and procedures of the present day.

Figure 51 Grave lantern with bite marks from a small mammal, probably a badger. 16.10.2018, 11:39.
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Figure 52 Another grave lantern, but this time with burn marks, indicating that it was stolen by an animal while it
was still on fire. 16.10.2018, 12:09.
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4.1 Ecological/heritage successions
To call Retiro abandoned is a misnomer. True, it has been left mostly to its own devices, but to think
of it as a place that is deserted or depopulated is certainly not true. When the upkeep ended, when no
new layers of paint were added to the ageing buildings, something definitely diminished and changed.
Old relationships based on human use and care was disentangled and thus succeeded by new and
unforeseen relations and entanglements (cf. Hodder 2012, 2018). This concerned more than plants,
paths, statues, ponds, and buildings. Human also formed new entanglements with Retiro, exploring its
boundaries, trespassing formerly restricted areas, creating campsites and hideaways, relationships that
are remembered by the material traces left behind. As discussed, to call Retiro a place that is rewilding might be yet another misnomer, especially if one thinks of pristine nature as wilderness (see
article B). For an untold time, Retiro will depend on its persistent and durable past, it will grow,
accumulate, and disintegrate as a result of the material futures implied by its past. Retiro will always
be “disturbed” in one sense or another, despite what trajectories it takes on in the future, being that as
an urban “green lung”, a reconstructed landscape garden, a new residential subdivision, or as unruly
heritage.
The smooth newt (Lissotriton vulgaris) is not registered as an endangered species in Norway,
but the habitat it shares with the threatened great crested newt (Triturus cristatus) has in the last
century been reduced by human activity and environmental changes (Dolmen 2008:6). Smooth newts
were first spotted living in the ponds in Retiro in the 1970s but in a survey of the area published in
1995, it was noted that the ponds were in danger of disappearing due to plant growth and
accumulating organic detritus (Jordal and Gaarder 1995:94, 128). When the ponds in the garden were
left to their own devices, different environmental effects came into play, such as ecological
successions where the artificial ponds slowly and inevitably transform into mires (cf. Moore 1989).
The newt probably lived in the almost forgotten second pond in the garden, aptly named the “Forest
tarn”, which is hidden away inside a dense thicket of spruce and silver fir. The natural conclusion to
most small tarns in Norway is to become a mire, at least in places where biotic matter accumulates
faster than it can be eaten by other organisms (ibid.). The pond is today completely overgrown with
different species such as common peat moss (Sphagnum), haircap moss (Polytrichum), and other
macrophytes including the slender tufted-sedge (Carex acuta) (cf. Gaarder and Vatne 2013:8). A
discarded wheelbarrow handle protrudes through the moss-covered surface of the pond. This disrupt
expectations of a pristine natural succession because it highlights how an anthropogenic artefact
operate in an eerily similar way to the dead plant matter. The smooth newt is now long gone from
Retiro, following the fate of the ponds that slowly lost their open and artificial water surfaces. It is a
poignant reminder that heritage is not static, neither is it in constant flux, but can instead involve
sudden ruptures or slow transitions (see article B and D).
Immanuel Kant (2000:196-201) places gardens under the category of “pictorial arts” in a
division of the “beautiful arts”. Kant further specifies that pleasure gardens belong to the “art of the
painter”. He thought that paintings depict nature, while gardens are the beautiful arrangement of the
products of nature (ibid.200). Gardens are decorated with what nature presents to our intuition, which
we can arrange differently to suit certain ideas (ibid.200-201). In a garden, the artist, or landscape
architect, arranges “nature” according to different forms and makes the thing itself speak as if it were a
mime. One may wonder what Kant would have thought about a dilapidated garden such as Retiro.
What kind of afterlife do these artistic arrangements live as Retiro have rearranged and “reinterpreted”
itself through saplings, sphagnum moss, plastic bags, and fungi growing on rotting tree trunks?
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Certainly, the sharp contours of the ponds and drainage-channels have lost their sharp edges, while the
once carefully arranged flowerbeds are now only visible in subterranean contours of roots and cuts.

Figure 53 Silver fir seedling growing on a “nurse stump” (see Marcot 2017). 31.05.2018, 09:10.

As previously mentioned, while surveying Retiro I made a small qualitative inventory of
foreign plants that I encountered. Of course, there might be invasive invertebrates, vertebrates and
fungi inhabiting Retiro, but I chose to focus mostly on non-native plants because they were and are a
constituent part of the original architectural arrangement of the garden. One of the most imposing
plants here is the aforementioned silver fir, which probably makes up a significant part of the biomass
in Retiro. This coniferous evergreen tree is native to the mountains in central Europe, Italy, and
Balkan. In Norway, the silver fir has both been used for tree farming and as ornamental trees in
gardens (Fremstad and Elven 1997). It thrives in cool and moist conditions and is the tallest tree native
to Europe where it grows to be over 60 meters tall (Tinner et al. 2013:420). In an overview of invasive
alien species in Norway published in 2012, the silver fir was defined as non-native and invasive plant
in the “high impact” category (Gederaas et al. 2012:98).
In 2018, the Norwegian Biodiversity Information Centre published an updated list of alien and
invasive species in Norway (Artsdatabanken 2018). In this new list, the silver fir had suddenly been
moved from being a non-native species to a species native to Norway. The reason for this dramatic
move from foreign to native is the discovery of historical information that attested that silver firs were
naturalized in Norway before the 19th century (Elven et al. 2018). The guidelines used for assessing
the ecological impact of alien species state that “[a]n alien species is not to be risk-assessed if it was
established with a stably reproducing population in Norway by the year 1800” (Sandvik, Gederaas
and Hilmo 2017:11). Thus, the silver fir was redefined from being an anthropogenically introduced
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invader to a “native” phenomenon. However, the silver firs in Retiro is not a pure non-human natural
phenomenon because they were only naturalized4 after humans moved and planted them there.
What does this tell about the nature of Retiro and its future? The way the silver fir has suddenly
jumped categories, which have also happened with other species of the former “black-list” (see
Grundt, Brysting and Elven 2015:21), demonstrates how the world of human-made knowledge and
representation may prove to be abstractions of things that we try to capture in reductive categories.
Still, such definitions and categorizing often informs and guide how the material environment is
managed and planned. In order to describe the presences and effects of the silver firs in Retiro, it is,
thus, necessary to acknowledge its extra-historical existence and specific particularity. Today it is a
part of Retiro’s successive ecology and heritage landscape; it has brutish effects on the local terrain,
exemplified by impenetrable thickets of saplings and juvenile trees. What comes next, however, is
very uncertain: will the silver fir win and therefore reduce the biodiversity in Retiro or will the
population over time even out in a more balanced ecological partnership with the other organisms in
the garden? Or will it be attempted exterminated as a result of Retiro being regarded as too valuable to
be inherited by silver firs? The silver fir as a species is probably going to stay for a long time in
Norway. Regarding global warming, it is predicted that it will handle an increase of 5–7°C if there is
enough precipitation (Tinner et al. 2013:435). Thus, the silver fir is likely here to stay as a reminder of
an anthropogenic legacy; that is, as heritage.

Figure 54 The dense silver fir thicket that surrounds the grotto (see article A). The forest floor under these thickets
is a barren and dark environment that hinder the growth of other plants. 23.05.2015, 13:03.

4

In biology, the term “naturalisation” refers to a process where non-native organisms establish a population
that reproduces and maintains itself without the help of humans.
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Figure 55 A wheelbarrow-handle poking out of the mossy surface of the “Forest tarn” pond. 23.05.2015, 12:53.
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4.2 Idiosyncratic mediation
It is undeniable that my approach, arguments, conclusions, and descriptions are inherently incomplete
and inadequate to grasp Retiro with all its intricate complexities and effects. Why should we rely on
my experiences, the impressions of a white, male, non-local, adult whose body is particular and
individual, and as such has a “bodiliness” that is different from other bodies possessed by humans and
non-humans (Meskell 1996; Brück 2005)? However, as discussed earlier, an aim for an absolute
universality is just as obfuscating as overlooking the role and specificity of the researcher. I do not
claim that the approach that has been used in my thesis has yielded descriptions or discoveries that are
in any way more true or closer to the “real” Retiro than in other research. The one thing I stay firm on,
however, is that this thesis has contributed to a more multifaceted and vibrant collage of descriptions
and representations of Retiro by highlighting a small part of its excess. By focusing on an empirically
grounded selection of things that today constitute Retiro, though without being exhaustive, my goal
has been to point out Retiro’s possibilities and openings instead of plugging them shut.
During one of my surveys, I was approached by two boys that sincerely asked if Retiro was
haunted by ghosts. The boys told me that they had heard mysterious sounds of footsteps in the old
garage and found scary scrawling on the attic door in the gardener’s residence. In turn, I told the boys
about the eerie sightings of a ghostly woman in the garden and of a man that tragically drowned in the
pond during a night in 1878 (Romsdals Amtstidende 1878:1; Holsbøvåg 2010:47). It is salient that
they did not ask me who built the garden, lived in the houses or something similar, but instead were
more interested in the spectral aspects of Retiro. It was the immediate and haunting character of Retiro
that was in focus, as the evocative materiality of overgrown paths and derelict buildings.
One may think that this indifference for history is just a superficial and juvenile way of
appreciating a heritage site. While Retiro is included in historical tours of the local area, it is not
purposefully modified to disseminate knowledge or regulate experiences; you will find no posters and
signs in or around Retiro instructing you on its history, nor are there any cords and fences demarcating
and separating you from spaces and things deemed important. Accordingly, one can speculate that in
the absence of such instruction and guidance, visitors are more exposed to Retiro’s contemporary and
immediate nature. Just as the chance meeting that triggered my interest in Retiro, people’s encounter
with it is basically unmediated. Without any reconstruction and other means of mediation such as
information posts and signs, Retiro offers an emergent past, an “auto-mediation” with its own
inadvertent biases and caricatures (see article A). Retiro is not a neutral and inert place, but instead
demonstrate how heritage is not always about certainty and comprehensibility. In its present condition,
Retiro offers a variety of contingent qualities, depending on who or what, human or non-human, are
there to experience or trigger them.

Figure 56 A “haunted” landscape: the ghostly remnants of a campsite (see article C). 24.09.2011, 14:08
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Figure 57 A toy magnifying glass found on one of the islets in the “Atlantic Ocean” pond; an instrument that
changes the viewers perspective. This one was made to view insects. 27.06.2016, 13:47.

4.3 Darkness and badgers
Today, many heritage sites are lit up with large floodlights, enveloping the landscape in a permanent
and synthetic daylight. As mentioned in article A, Retiro lacks lightning and is literally a dark place
during evenings and nights; a place that is more in sync with non-human circadian rhythms than its
insomniac urban surroundings. While darkness is an inherent part of how humans experience (see
Hensey 2016) and transform environments (Bille and Sørensen 2007), it is also an aspect of reality
that can allude to other non-human experiences and existences. Accordingly, darkness as an empirical
phenomenon can be a way to demonstrate how Retiro is inevitably interlocked with an intricate
ecology of non-humans. For example, badgers are crepuscular and nocturnal animals that hide in
burrows during the day while emerging at dusk. Even among zoologists, the nocturnal life of the
badger has been a challenge and have slowed down research on their behaviour (e.g. Buesching,
Stopka, and MacDonald 2003:977). During my four years of surveying Retiro, I often observed traces
of their activity; from tracks left in the snow and mud, entrances to “setts” (i.e. underground burrows),
to chewed up remains of plastic grave lanterns (see article D). I never saw a badger alive, the closest I
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came was a badger corpse entangled with metal detritus spotted in the basement of the gardener’s
residence.
The badger’s presences have made its own contributions to the palimpsest that is Retiro, not
the least through its substantial and complex network of setts (see Roper et al. 1991; Brøseth,
Bevanger and Knutsen 1997) that persists and crumbles like human ruins. Zoologists have even
suggested that they need the help of archaeologists to investigate old and complex setts (Hansell
1993:10). One of the more peculiar places the badger used as a sett in Retiro was the basement of the
gardener’s residence. It is not unheard of that badgers sometimes use anthropogenic structures for
setts, for example, it has been documented that they use abandoned bunkers from the Second World
War (i.e. Jumeau et al. 2017). In that case, it was recommended to keep and ecologically manage these
derelict bunkers as hotspots of species variety in otherwise homogenous and intensive agricultural
landscapes (ibid.). From an ecological perspective, the presence of badgers, e.g. how their digging and
setts affect the properties of the local soil, can improve the local habitat heterogeneity and biodiversity
(Kurek, Kapusta and Holeksa 2014). Thus, anthropogenic landscapes can simultaneously be heritage
and habitats for a variety of organisms.
Heritage sites contain material realities that are hidden to us, or more, contain things that are –
or are made – inaccessible to us, or that we are just unaware of. The nocturnal can be a part of an
oblique understanding, and by incorporating the badger into representations of Retiro it is possible to
allude to it as a place of darkness, and thus as a place that is, and always have been, more than human.
Both conceptually and physically, darkness can be seen as an obstacle for conveying and presenting
places with clarity in an “enlightened” manner. Even as a metaphor, the lack of light is found in the illfitting neologism “Dark Ages” that is often oppositionally paired with the “The Age of
Enlightenment” (Lindberg 2003; Nelson 2007). However, critique has been raised that contemporary
archaeology, amongst other disciplines, has been dominated by a daycentrism that overlooks the dusky
and dark (Orange 2018). Instead of using the phenomena of darkness as an analogy of ignorance and
sightlessness (i.e. Ion 2018:195-196), it is more productive to approach darkness by exploring how it
can demonstrate how things differ due to their unique qualities (i.e. Pétursdóttir 2018:212). Thus,
Retiro has a literally dark side that offers different qualities and encounters compared to a vision of the
site as permanently flooded with light.

Figure 58 Villa Retiro in the night. 15.10.2018, 19:02.
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Figure 59 Tracing the “dark” and elusive presence of Badgers in Retiro: the entrance to an inhabited sett.
26.02.2017, 13:57.

Figure 60 A desiccated badger corpse tangled together with metal wires and other detritus in the basement of the
gardener’s residence. 16.10.2018, 15:16.
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Figure 61 The same sett as on the previous page. This time it is uninhabited, as seen from the undisturbed
vegetation around the entrance, mostly consisting of pilewort (Ficaria verna), which have flourished after the area
was sprayed with knotweed-herbicide. Example of a Non-human ruin. 31.05.2018, 10:20.
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4.4 Heritage impact
However trivial it may appear in a global context, Retiro is nevertheless tapped into a biogeochemical
cycle involving, amongst other things, carbon and its accumulative effects on a planetary scale.
According to remote sensing data from The Norwegian Institute of Bioeconomy Research (NIBIO
2017), Retiro resides in the highest category of forest biomass production potential. Thus, due to its
biological constituents, Retiro is as much a carbon reservoir as a constantly accumulating aggregation
of material heritage. It is important to note that plants and other organisms not only produce what can
be defined as biomass but also contribute to the formation of another enormous component of Retiro,
namely necromass – the dead remains of organisms and their derivatives. Living things may even
partly consist of necromass, such as trees where most of their trunk and branches are dead (Begon,
Colin and Harper 2006:487).
This points to the importance of acknowledging that also non-humans leave things behind (see
Reno 2014). However, because these things have had the time to develop reciprocally within wellestablished ecologies, they may appear to us as quite different from those we leave behind. “Nonhuman heritage” is not simply an abstraction (see Spennemann 2007a, 2007b); it is a fact of the
natural world where entities and processes leave things behind. This may also include a co-production,
such as when the ritual of lighting candles beside the grave of a beloved person has, with the help of
crows and seagulls, created an accumulation of grave lanterns in Retiro as described in article D.
Appreciation of things as heritage may be an exclusively human emotion (Spennemann
2007a:254-255), but that does not negate that these persistent remains also affect non-humans in their
own way. Retiro is in some ways constituted by non-human heritage, as discussed in article D.
Needless to say, if it was held together by human agency alone Retiro or any other heritage site would
not exist. A concept of heritage that only rests on our appreciation and projected values would
overlook this environmental dimension. As stated, heritage is not inert; it affects and is itself affected.
For heritage to be something at all, things must persist and be affected by and create effects in the
future. This also implies a form of autonomy, in the sense that things exceed their origin, which
enables unforeseen interactions and entanglements. Dealing with heritage, consciously or not, is thus
unavoidable.
How anthropogenic material heritage crosses into the “umwelt” of non-humans is a poignant
question for the future. Jakob von Uexküll defined umwelt as the subjective realities of living things,
i.e. “life worlds” built by and filled with things through the perceptions of animals (von Uexküll
1957). The philosopher semiotician Morten Tønnessen has argued that the contemporary relevance of
Uexküll’s umwelt theory is how it:
“… raises the question of how the artefacts and other manifestations of human culture
are perceived by animals, and how studies of animal perception of human cultural
processes and artefacts can be informative for our understanding of human culture. What
is a human – to an animal? And what is an anthropogenic artefact or physical structure
to an animal?” (Tønnessen 2015:16)
While we can never truly access the “subjective space” of non-humans without in some way
anthropomorphizing the experience (i.e. Nagel 1974; Bogost 2012:64-65), it does not hinder us from
threading into a speculative third-person perspective (e.g. Bogost 2012). The effects of anthropogenic,
and hybrid human-non-human material composites, i.e. gatherings of things (Latour 1993:144, 2009),
do not only raise concern for pollution and adverse effects, but also for being and existence – how
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things occur, endure, live, etc. Describing material heritage can just as much be a description of the
past as it is a representation of the present day. This can in turn encourage us to think beyond the
constricting bubble of sterilized “human environments”, and thus to speculate about diverse heritage
environments populated both by living organisms and things that have their own unique specificities
(cf. Harman 2016c). Only then can it be possible to understand the full extent of how material heritage
impacts the future.
This approach does not undervalue the place of humans in an environment saturated with
anthropogenic heritage; instead, it is aimed at creating more nuanced and supplementary descriptions
and representations. Thus, heritage can both impact and be impacted. Retiro is a complex material
emergence of all these reciprocal impacts: it is an example of an environment made possible through a
capitalist economy, the surplus extracted from factory workers and fishermen by the owner Christian
Johnsen (cf. Eikrem 2015). Nevertheless, it is impossible to reduce it’s being to one variable of
capitalism in an overmining way. This is particularly evident today with its myriad of organic agents
that continuously transform and maintain the post-horticultural landscape. The nature of these impacts
is that they form a web of human intentionality and unintentionality, and non-human effects and
affects. One can perhaps rank these impacts according to various criteria, but as a site in the present
day, Retiro is reducible neither to a single variable, such as a capitalist economy nor to the biology of
plants. Retiro has its own “gravitational” pull on things (see Bryant 2014); a unique and affecting
presence that shapes, rejects, and accumulates things into itself.

Figure 62 Heritage symbiosis: one of the nest boxes that can be found throughout Retiro. This box is made from
treated wood and will remain for many years. 19.10.2018, 09:44.
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Figure 63 A nest box that has fallen to the ground. The unintended next step in the heritage succession of a nest
box; now it becomes nutrients for wood-digesting fungi and perhaps a shelter for small animals like rodents and
shrews. 17.10.2015, 16:16.
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4.5 Play-ground
According to the local municipality the derelict character of Retiro does not invite active use (Molde
kommune 2014; see article D). My observations and experiences overwhelmingly contradict this
statement. Retiro’s landscape is filled with material evidence of use, both human and non-human.
Things are moved about, modified, and left behind. This play is unruly and completely embedded in
the materiality of the place, which is characterized by a broad range of spontaneous and ineffable
activities. While parks are places of subversion and transgression (Brück 2013), the vibrant landscape
of Retiro is in some ways literally oblique in that things are not always in their right place or in an
expected condition; garden plants growing out of bounds or a coconut bird feeder hanging in a random
tree. The connection between play and ruins has been explained through ”ruin-qualities”, such as their
allure, non-determined being, existence outside the control-sphere of adults, and their invitation to
spaces of material alterity (see Cloke and Jones 2005; Edensor 2008; Edensor et al. 2011; Moshenska
2014:231). Play can be connected to rational and pedagogic goals such as developing cognitive and
physical skills (Stagnitti 2004), but it can also involve spontaneous and unmediated interactions with
the affordances of the environment. This rawness meshes with Retiro, which in its derelict state
facilitates dynamic interactions with and in-between things, which otherwise might be excluded from
our everyday environment.
Michael Schiffer (1996:75) has pointed out that child’s play is a formation process that is
generally overlooked by archaeologists. However, in recent years the presence of children in the
archaeological record has gained increasing attention (see Lillehammer 2015; Dozier 2016). It is
interesting, however, that the traces and “refuse” left by play are, for Schiffer, not regarded as
significant indicators of behaviour, but rather as disturbance. In the eyes of an archaeologist looking
for structure and regularities in an archaeological context, play is thus regarded as “… ‘randomizing’
and dispersive processes …” (Hayden and Cannon 1983:149). In the English language, the idiom
“child’s play” denotes an extremely easy task or something that is regarded as insignificant. As Walter
Benjamin observes (1979:52-53), however, there may be something more genuinely attentive and
even ecological with children’s play:

“They are irresistibly drawn by the detritus generated by building, gardening,
housework, tailoring, or carpentry. In waste products they recognize the face that the
world of things turns directly and solely to them. In using these things, they do not so
much imitate the works of adults as bring together, in the artefact produced in play,
materials of widely different kinds in a new, intuitive relationship.”
Nevertheless, that things and waste products can offer new and fresh experiences, applies to both
adults and children. It is important to note that it is not only children that “play” in derelict places such
as ruinous buildings and derelict lots. Adults are also drawn to such places and are able to adopt
playful interactions with their environment (Wilk and Schiffer 1979:532; Edensor 2005). People often
travel through Retiro, walking dogs, skiing, or jogging, representing respectable and recreational
activities. However, engrossing and playful activities necessitate that people halt, and linger for a
while – much like the archaeological approach I adopted in my research.
Play in form of interaction with ruinous and abandoned places is well acknowledged and
studied, but the aftermath and the concrete lingering and enduring aspects of play are somewhat absent
from these discussions (cf. Edensor et al. 2011; Woodyer 2012). It may be argued that there is
something already playful with such sites, a kind of non-human playfulness. As such, Retiro may be
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seen as a place that invites play and future use. It represents a reflection of a reality that is usually
overlooked by the official and governing agencies in the contemporary society, as demonstrated by the
inability of the municipality to acknowledge Retiro’s derelict allure and gravitational pull on both
humans and non-humans. However, abandoned toys, clusters of empty beer cans, coconut bird
feeders, twig-huts, graffiti, trails, and drug paraphernalia allude to a place that affords a wide variety
of unsolicited interactions and activities.
As observed in literature written about similar spaces, ostensibly identified as abandoned,
scholars such as Tim Edensor have connected the many unruly and inappropriate activities taking
place there with the lawlessness of such spaces, their hidden or “out-of-place” character (cf. Edensor
2005). However, such descriptions of ruinous spaces often play on a rather anthropocentric, dualistic
perspective, which defines the ruination as opposite to something objectively “orderly” and as such
reduces it to an antithesis. The ecology of Retiro might seem “unorderly” for eyes that overlook its
tightly interwoven ecology – but is it really an unorganized mess of unmatched pieces? This ecology
does not discriminate between a flowerpot and a plastic tray; it is playful, humorous, and sometimes
bleak – it shows a different and emergent kind of arrangement of things not bound to anthropocentric
principles. Like Akasegawa’s irreverent attitude in his work with hyperart (see article C), humour can
be an oblique way to describe things that are invisible in more conventional ways of looking at
heritage sites.

Figure 64 A plastic candy container filled with spongy white-rot wood. Remnants of a playful interaction between
the persistence of plastic and the malleability of cellulose processed by wood-decay fungi. 25.05.2015, 14:41.
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Figure 65 Residues of play; an assemblage of sherds from the Triton statue, logs, treated planks, branches, and
nails, located on the brim of the “Atlantic Ocean” pond. 30.07.2017, 19:20.
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4.6 Witnessing the past’s future
González-Ruibal (2019:118) has proposed that archaeology can through its refusal of accepting the
past as always annihilated “… become a weapon of resistance that slows down time and reminds us
that another world was (and therefore is) possible.” How does my research fit into this “resistance”?
One way to act on this resistance is to use the persistence of the archaeological record to discover how
things were literally different in the past. More poignantly, it can be used to unravel past
transgressions and wrongdoings. However, I want to argue for an alternative approach, which, instead
of focusing on something that was, aims at witnessing how things are. While Retiro’s past(s) certainly
has contributed to how things are today, the present-day context also reveals that things have an unruly
and excessive afterlife. The present condition, thus, as demonstrated in my research, is no more given
than the past, it is something that must be investigated to be understood and acknowledged. Thus, I
want to argue that such a perspective is necessary and can complement an act of
historical/retrospective witnessing.
Because the humanities and social sciences have mostly been concerned with humans, it is an
important act of “archaeological resistance” to reflect on how our life-world is entangled with and
dependent on non-human things (Latour 2002; Introna 2014:45). As Bruno Latour (2009) brings to
light with his Dingpolitik, we are locked into gatherings and relationships with non-humans whether
we like it or not, regardless of who might be the instigator. We cannot leave this trouble behind only to
look retroactively on how things have been, we must stay with the trouble, to quote Haraway (2016),
and face the world we and all other things inhabit. However, staying with the trouble is not always a
choice, but rather a condition of living; sometimes the trouble stays with us, whether we like it or not.
Today we are faced with environmental upheavals that will affect both human and non-human lives,
which make a focus on the present even more pressing. We can perhaps change our environmental
impact, but a global rise in temperature is now highly likely (Masson-Delmotte et al. 2018). We are
currently experiencing the sixth mass extinction, where we and our non-human companions have an
enormous impact on the balance of biomass and other ecological effects (Ceballos et al. 2015;
Ceballos and Ehrlich 2018; Bar-On, Phillips, and Milo 2018). Today, the deliberate and accidental
spread of species beyond their normal biogeographic distribution have made non-native organisms one
of the significant drivers of extinction (Vitousek et al. 1997; Bellard, Cassey, and Blackburn 2016).
Accordingly, Retiro with its excess of invasive garden plants, cannot be simply sorted away as a local
phenomenon, but is inherently part of a global environment.
What do these looming environmental changes have to do with heritage and archaeology? The
environmental challenges we face today demonstrate how heritage can constitute material legacies that
simultaneously form parts of and affect the overall environment (see article D). As demonstrated by
how silver firs moved from non-native species to being recognized as a native, our perception and
knowledge of things are slippery and can suddenly shift. With regards to archaeology, how we
illuminate and acknowledge the place of the past in the present is relevant in the face of the present
environmental upheaval, because of the role unruly anthropogenic things have in its perpetuation. A
part of this resistance is how archaeology cares for and carefully pays attention to things.
Archaeologists carefully dig, sift, collect, and document the most mundane things. Thus, archaeology
enables us to care for things that are usually overlooked, from glass shards to relict plants. This way of
caring for things is a stance of resistance because it rejects that there are things that do not deserve our
attention. This also implicitly acknowledges the excess of things, recognizing that their affordance
always exceeds current observation; for example, we carefully conserve and hold on to things as
reserves in museums (Olsen 2018) in the hope that we can someday tap into their excessive nature.
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González-Ruibal (2019:57, 104-105, 169-171) has criticized approaches that call to attention
how we can care for things and their otherness (e.g. Puig de la Bellacasa 2011; Olsen et al. 2012:204207) by arguing that there are things that do not deserve care, such as smallpox and atomic bombs.
However, are not these precisely examples of phenomena that one must approach with care? Careful
attention to smallpox, for example, made Edward Jenner realise in 1798 that vaccination could prevent
it, and continuous medical care led to smallpox being declared as globally eradicated in 1980 (Riedel
2005). Care can highlight both asymmetrical and reciprocal relationships between what or who cares
and what is cared for. Instead of filtering ethical understandings of the environment through concepts
such as “purity” and the “pristine”, which in the end will always lead to disappointment because of
their idealistic impossibilities, we must rather realise the implications of living in a “compromised
world” (Shotwell 2016:203-204). This does not mean to passively accept the injustices that exist in the
world, but instead involve a positive and proactive engagement with things that are not necessarily
perfect, and thus acknowledge the possibility for a new and different world to emerge (ibid.). To
imagine new prospects and trajectories for the future it is necessary to go in depth and explore what is
at hand, especially when it comes to anthropogenic legacies and how they mix, enable, disable,
dissolve, and fuse with the environment. Careful investigations of things can offer a reasonable,
though not absolute, way of exploring the affects and effects of things that are left to their own
devices. Thus, a careful approach towards the environment makes it possible to speculate, for
example, how care, as an action, is not exclusively human (Puig de la Bellacasa 2017:160-164). How
the roots of beech trees have helped to preserve the brim of the “Atlantic Ocean” pond in Retiro is an
example of such careful action, even when conventional notions of intentionality are absent (see
article B).
Because things get the chance to accumulate in Retiro without being filtered through heritage
management, it is a window into the recent past, the “archaeology of ten minutes ago” (Zimmerman,
Singleton and Welch 2010:444). What we choose to throw away, forget, or overlook, is just as
important as heritage as the things we choose to preserve and manage, if not more. Certain places, like
Retiro, have a “gravitational” pull on material undercurrents in their surrounding environment and
thus offer a glimpse of the society’s “subconsciousness” (Olivier 2011). Retiro is a material
counterweight to the general trend in Norway to remove any dilapidated structures and abandoned
things from the urban landscape. The presence of such sites and things have rapidly declined in
conjunction with the general growth of prosperity in Norway. In an international context, this might
seem like a first world luxury problem, but it nevertheless is a significant and challenging
development that involves questions of for example how this shapes people’s understanding and
experience of the past, and not least how it affects and becomes part of non-human things and
assemblages. Retiro is a pedagogically valuable exemplar of an unruly nature-culture, which displays
the interlacing of humans and non-human things. In a time where concepts about the “Anthropocene”
are entering the mainstream consciousness, it can be beneficial to have sites that highlight how
humans cannot place themselves outside, or above, nature and the realm of non-humans. Thus, it
might be an ethical imperative to demonstrate that material heritage is not only about learning about
the past at an arm’s length, but that it also possesses an excess that can affect the present day and
future in unpredictable ways, despite previously attributed meanings, intentions, and functions.
Beyond universalizing theoretical discussions on ruination, plants, or vestigial artefacts, my
work in Retiro has been an act of witnessing and acknowledging (see González-Ruibal 2014b:370371, 2019:74-77). I have witnessed and accordingly articulated a small part of Retiro, namely some of
its contemporaneity, which has been dismissed out of hand or not acknowledged at all in other
scholarly work and the public discourse (see article A). While my work in Retiro has not been guided
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by an ambition to save something that might disappear, it has nevertheless preserved some things in
the recorded material, like in photographs and notebook descriptions. Through a careful engagement
with the archaeological record, I have witnessed how anthropogenic and non-anthropogenic presences
are witnessed by non-humans (cf. Pétursdóttir 2012b:589; Olsen and Witmore 2014:189; Witmore
2014:213). Consequently, archaeology is not only about witnessing ourselves, but also things are not
us. This is an empathic act because it recognizes things as they are and that their excess can come back
to haunt us and other non-humans in unpredictable and unforeseen ways. Nevertheless, things have a
“habit” of reminding us about their presence when they either are forgotten, or we thought them out of
mind.

Figure 66 A “wildlife” surveillance camera mounted on the wall of the Retiro villa. Witnessing and being witnessed
is sometimes not voluntary as we do not always have control over what we see or when we are seen. 28.06.2016,
13:44.

Figure 67 A vanished witness: in the end, the camera disappeared; perhaps wilfully removed or stolen.
30.05.2018, 18:03.
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Figure 68 A bong stashed away in a small alcove above one of the doors in the greenhouse ruin. Like the green
algae covering the exfoliating plaster walls, the bong is one thing among many others that form the vibrant
palimpsest of Retiro. 31.05.2018, 09:24.
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Figure 69 Materialised empathy: a plastic heart that presumably belonged to a funeral wreath. Probably a stray
artefact from the neighbouring cemetery. 29.06.2016, 14:00.
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5 Contemporary archaeology and the environment
Current environmental uncertainty necessitates a new look at the definition and management of
heritage, such as scrutinizing the ecological relations and interdependency between material legacies
and the environment. How can we connect the concepts of change and continuity? How can we
account for unintended and unforeseen afterlives of things we leave behind, instead of reducing them
to entropy and erasure? Archaeology offers a careful way to be and orient ourselves amongst ruins,
intra-species litter, invasive plants, and processes of formation and disintegration. Archaeology
compels us to slow down and be attentive to things. My investigations of Retiro have in some sense
been an attempt to observe the momentum and timeliness of things. Even though this archaeological
care is often focused on rescue and preservation, archaeological practice also acknowledges and thus
accepts ruinous presences and the afterlife of non-humans as informative and constitutive. Such
perspectives, I argue, may only become more significant in near futures. If predictions of
environmental upheaval come true, we will inevitably face an increasing presence of things “released”
to their own fate – abandoned cities and countrysides, polluted oceans, space debris – where the
phrase “accelerated archaeology” will gain a much more significant implication (cf. Stallabrass 1996,
2009:416). Material heritage, and thus the archaeological record, is not just something that was, but
also a manifestation of what things can afford, affect, and change into; a demonstration of excess.
The non-human environment has always been part of archaeological research (see article B).
A conspicuous example of this is the development of the sub-discipline environmental archaeology,
where the aim is to “… learn all that we can about the past, relationships among this record, people,
cultural institutions, and ecosystems” with the aid of “… theories and practices drawn from
biological, chemical, physical, and social sciences” (Reitz and Shackley 2012:1). One of the
characteristics of environmental archaeology has been a reliance on multidisciplinary methods,
employing a wide range of natural scientific approaches. This is one of the reasons environmental
archaeology has been criticized for maintaining the nature/culture dichotomy, by focusing on the
relationship between human cultures and nature, instead of seeing humans as a part of nature
(Albarella 2018). To solve this problem, Umberto Albarella has proposed a simple solution that
instead of relegating environmental archaeology to a separate subdiscipline, “… the ‘environment’ is
simply a thematic investigation that should be of concern for archaeology as a whole” (Albarella
2001:9). Hence, the environment must also be regarded as an inherent concern for an archaeology of
the contemporary world. One of the strengths of an archaeology of the contemporary environment is
exactly that it can bridge the natural-cultural divide by, amongst other things, highlighting and thus
acknowledging the bewildering afterlife of things as part of a naturally “feral” environment (see article
E). Importantly, in an approach that does not discriminate between the human and non-human, things
such as plants and ecofacts are not reduced to just proxies for understanding human culture (see article
B and D).
However, González-Ruibal (2018:8) warns us that “… paying too much attention to the
environment, we run the risk of downplaying conflictual and asymmetrical relations between
humans.” While it is true that current large-scale geological processes and climate change cannot
thoroughly be understood if humans are left out (e.g. González-Ruibal 2018, 2019), it would be
equally biased to exclude the partly independent afterlife of things in archaeological investigations of
the contemporary world. Indeed, while monstrous anthropogenic mega-artefacts shift and rumble,
there are still vibrant landscapes inhabited by fungi, plants, badgers, and other things. Despite the
devastating forecasts, the world is also full of survival, and thus glimmers of futures. For example,
unruly heritage such as the noxious and invasive Japanese knotweed, has an afterlife that is
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independent from human concerns and intentions and which should encourage us to speculate about
the unforeseen excess, and thus future in things. We may very well acknowledge and witness the
harmful agents of the contemporary world, like rampant consumerism and neoliberalism, nevertheless,
one possible way to counteract these things is to describe both how the human and non-human
environment and things adapt, resist, and continue despite current disasters and gloomy outlooks.
Thus, to study ruins and the afterlife of anthropogenic remains does not mean to “wilfully sidestep”
economic change and social issues (i.e. Penrose 2017:187), it is instead research on and an
acknowledgement of a concrete contemporary environment that would be omitted if we solely focused
on human agency.
To notice, and not least meet and record things in their post-anthropocentric afterlife, I have
argued that we sometimes need a form of oblique approach, if not a humorous disposition (see article
C). This implies that we also need to write and use tools like photography in certain ways in order to
encounter and record things that are left out of the picture in heritage research. Such wondering and
speculating perspectives do not always lead to clear and final conclusions, nor do they always have
critical dispositions. Consequently, such approaches have been met with scepticism by some scholars
and criticized for being too “poetic” and “dark” (e.g. Hornborg 2017a; Ion 2018). As the argument
goes, times like ours, with enormous environmental and societal challenges, call for more clarity and
finality. However, is it necessarily that simple? While some academics have argued that concern for
non-humans themselves is an idle and nonconsequential activity (e.g. Hornborg 2017a, 2017b),
neoliberalism similarly brackets non-humans as commodities that primarily exist for us (cf. Morton
2017:6). Accordingly, a different and decolonized orientation that works against neoliberalist
ontologies, must highlight how non-humans, such as plants, animals, and soil, are our cohabitants on
Earth (Hamilakis 2018:518-519). Even though capitalism fetishizes things, it does not logically follow
that we need to “… take the opposite position and ignore the intertwining and imbrication of people
and things” (Kipnis 2015:55-56). Indeed, one of the steps in avoiding future exploitation is to
acknowledge the intricate infrastructure of the present day and the future (Fredengren 2015).
As previously argued, archaeology is especially well equipped to witness and describe
contemporary sites such as Retiro – that is, places and things that have been left to themselves (see
article E). This is not to say that archaeologists have privileged access to Retiro, or that their
perspective should be prioritized, but to acknowledge that archaeology is one of many different and
equally interesting orientations towards the environment (see article B and D). Archaeology views
things in a light and proximity that is significantly different from, for example, history (see article A
and C). “Different” does not necessarily imply better, but rather asserts the excess of things and thus
the possibility to discover alterity. However, this does not mean that we can say whatever we want
about things, because looking closely at things also entails a rigorous loyalty and care towards the
things in question. Accordingly, descriptions must follow things as best as they can, and in depth; not
just by heedlessly describing as many details as possible, but also acknowledging their excess. A
descriptive approach may surely imply naivety and lack of perspective or ability to generalize and
abstract, but staying faithful to things is harder than one expects – as can be attested by anyone who
has attempted to interpret and draw complex stratigraphy. An archaeological orientation is needed to
articulate and illustrate certain things. “What things?”, you may ask. To articulate the intricate afterlife
of Retiro, I would claim, calls for an archaeological perspective, eyes trained in acknowledging the
past in the present – not only the complete and finished, but also things that are fragmented, vestigial
and incomplete. An oblique approach to the contemporary world is archaeological, not least because it
can recognize and speculate on the fragmentary and interwoven nature of anthropogenic things.
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As demonstrated by William Rathje’s garbage project (Rathje and Murphy 2001), which
contemporary archaeologists often look to for legitimacy and inspiration, people do not always have a
direct, unhindered, and unrestricted access to understand their own intimate contemporary
environment. There are material nuances that simply pass us by, and, hence, there is a direct relevance
in Jefferson Reid, Rathje and Schiffer’s “strategy 4”, namely to “… study…present material objects in
ongoing cultural systems to describe and explain present human behavior” (Reid, Schiffer, and Rathje
1975), which Schiffer sees as an approach that can form a “… uniquely archaeological
understandings of the modern world” (Schiffer 2015:181-182). Nevertheless, to “reconstruct the
present” it is necessary to expand our scope beyond the singular focus on human behaviour and the
idea that the contemporary environment mostly consists of recent and ever-changing things. To meet
the future, archaeologists must be bold, innovative, speculative, and not afraid to fail, or confront
opposing opinions and perspectives.

Figure 70 My last picture from Retiro is of the gate on the western edge of the property. The same motif as my
first picture from 2011. 20.10.2018, 11:47.
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Figure 71 The bewildering afterlife of the archaeological survey trenches in Retiro: after the trenches were
backfilled, the soil changed; It became more aerated and porous, and thus susceptible to be waterlogged.
Accordingly, the newly formed wetland attracted new organisms, like the common rush (Juncus effusus), which in
the picture can be seen to be faithfully following, and thus “remembering”, the outline of the trench. 16.10.2018,
10:29.
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Abstracts: article A, B, C, D, and E
Article A
Farstadvoll, S. 2016. “Blant restene av Retiro: Forfall og kulturminner.” Primitive tider 18: 161–181.
Abstract: This article discusses how dilapidated material heritage could be understood as something
more than just an abject phenomenon. Archaeology of the recent past offers an opportunity to
consider such things from a more nuanced perspective that don’t dismiss them out of hand. These
nuances shed new light on how dilapidated things shape our experience of the recent past. The
discussion is based on Retiro, a derelict 19th century landscape garden and country estate located in
the town of Molde on the northwestern coast of Norway. The description of Retiro is based on data
gathered from field-surveys conducted by the author, articles from the local newspaper and other
historical sources. Central themes are the relationship between persistence and loss regarding the
dilapidation of the recent past, the aesthetic aspects of derelict things, and the tension between
historical representation and the present material situation of the ruinous Retiro property. The article
argues that dilapidated and abandoned heritage opens up a space and material condition for
confronting the past that is different from meticulously curated and arranged things. Dilapidation is
not necessarily something strictly positive or negative, but rather a fundamental fact of the material
world that we inevitably have to live with or think about, one way or another.
Article B
Farstadvoll, S. 2019. “Growing Concerns: Plants and Their Roots in the Past.” Journal of
Contemporary Archaeology 5 (2): 174–93. doi:10.1558/jca.35117.
Abstract: Plant remains have long been a source of information about the distant past in archaeology,
but are undertheorized or even overlooked in the field of contemporary archaeology. This article uses
the example of a derelict nineteenth-century landscape garden in a town on the northwestern coast of
Norway to show how novel insights about plants can be developed which acknowledge both their past
and living present, without reducing them to colonizer, universal taxonomies or proxies for a human
past.
Article C
Farstadvoll, S. 2019. “Vestigial Matters: Contemporary Archaeology and Hyperart.” Norwegian
Archaeological Review. doi:10.1080/00293652.2019.1577913
Abstract: This article addresses things that can be described as rudimentary and vestigial; for
example, an arguably out-of-place snow stake encountered in a derelict 19th century landscape
garden during an archaeological surface survey. How can one can approach this stake without
removing or overlooking its vestigial character? The term hyperart is introduced to develop the
concept of vestigial objects. Hyperart was conceived by the Japanese artist and author Akasegawa
Genpei, who defined it as “useless but beautifully preserved objects connected to some form of real
estate.” That is, things that in one way or another have become vestigial and meaningless. An
underlying link is shown between the concept hyperart and an archaeologically inspired approach to
the material world. The rudimentary and detached are regarded as an integral part of the
anthropogenic environment, and it is theorized that such recognition is important in depicting both
past and contemporary human environments.
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Article D
Farstadvoll, S. forthcoming. “Mold, weeds and plastic lanterns: ecological aftermath in a derelict
garden.” In Heritage Ecologies, edited by Þ. Pétursdóttir and T. R. Bangstad. Routledge.
Abstract: This text explores the ecological aftermath of Retiro an apparently abandoned 19th century
landscape garden. It explores three “unconventional” facets of Retiro that constitute and continue to
shape the place today, namely fungi, invasive organisms, and “feral” artefacts. By highlighting how
interactions between anthropogenic things and non-humans is a part of an ecological landscape, the
author hopes to weave an intricate picture of how such places inhabit the present day. The text
concludes that a heritage place cannot be separated from its ecological context that is an inherent
part of its being, and thus, to articulate heritage as place it is necessary to establish connections to
things that might usually be seen as inconsequential or even irrelevant.
Article E
Farstadvoll, S. forthcoming. “Feral Heritage: The Case of a Ruining Landscape Garden.” In
Contemporary and historical archaeologies of rurality and the rural, edited by D. Lee. Archaeopress.
Abstract: Retiro is a derelict landscape garden and country estate located in the town of Molde on the
north-western coast of Norway. It should not be confused with the more famous namesake Parque del
Retiro in Madrid. The estate with its garden and villa was built in the 1870s in a rural landscape
dotted with fields, humble farmsteads, stone fences, copses, and several other summer estates. The
gradual state of disrepair started as early as the interwar years while the surrounding rural
environment has been replaced by an urban landscape. This text explores the complexity of a place
that can be regarded as an urban interstice, a rural remainder, and a kind of feral wilderness: How
can we characterize the present-day Retiro, which is a remnant of a once rural landscape that has
slowly been enveloped by a growing city? The question of how sites are categorized is relevant for
how sites are researched, interpreted, and managed. The text concludes that while it is difficult to
make absolute distinctions between purely rural and urban sites, it would be a mistake to ignore the
differences altogether.
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